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Central BOD member Bev Sager explains her alternative to pornographic movies to Crier editor Matt McGillen.

Porno ·protest
By MATI McGILLEN
and ALAN ANDERSON

five-member BOD's decision to air
the movie. "We ('as a board) made
Of the Campus Crier
the wrong decision ... wetre not going to be ugly about it."
"As a man thinks in his heart, so
Nor was she going to be comis he."
pletely up front about the group's
So said the first line of print on ' intentions. Repeatedly dodging the
the slip of paper that a group of question "Why are you (this
Central Christians handed to peo- group) here?, Sager replied, ''This
ple climbing the steps to the SUB (the demonstration) isn't to conTheatre Tuesday on their way to dem the board (of directors), the
the three o'clock showing of the school or the people for going to the
hard-core porno movie ''In- movie. God has a different plan for
satiable".
sex and relationships. This movie
The group was organized by Bev can affect you in negative way.''
Sager, a member of Central's
Ronda Barker, another member
Board of Directors -- the group of the Christian group, reacted
that approves campus movies.
even stronger to the school's deci"We're here because we care sion to show the movie. "This is an
about you as an individual," the · institute of higher education, for
paper continued, "and feel that the development of the mind," she
this film will affect you in a said, "I feel this is contradictory.
negative way. We have an alter- Degenerate."
native ... just ask."
Micheal Green agreed. "This
But instead of the moral (the college) isn't a place where
majority-immoral minority, hard- this movie should be sbown," he
lined confrontation the situation said. "It defaces higher education.
might have generated, the "pro- It belongs on first avenue (in Seattest" melted into a low-key tle).
demonstration.
Only after talking to Rod
"We're not here to protest Handley, a member of Central's
X-rated films," said Sager, who football team, who was also hancast the lone dissenting vote in the ding out the slips of paper, was the

Photo by Al Costillo

BOD member organizes evangelistic
group in low-key demf?nstration

true intention of the group's efforts
Although the demonstration was they must have a desire or a need
made clear.
peaceful, a~d the Christians and from what I understand they
"Evangelism if we ·can," repeatedly stated that they were (the ASC) do pretty well (finanHandley said, who also made it not there to harass the movie cially).
clear that he too, was not there to goers, one Central graduate, a self••u they weren't making money
picket the movie. "People can go _proclaimed porno fan took offense, and the ASC was having to support
see it if they want to. We're not despite not attending this par- them, that would be one thing. But
saying 'don't go'. We're saying we ticular movie.
since they are, I don't see a
have an alternative. A relationship
"I enjoy them myself," said Jon justification for protesting them.
with Jesus Christ."
Alberts. "It's a thrill - just like
"i wouldn't go their church serThat relationship, Handley said, the one people get when they drive vice and protest what they're doing
can bring more fullfillment than ·· their car fast. If people are going, there."
using one's time to do such things
as watching pornographic films.
Board of Directors
Tom Johnson, another of the
demonstators, echoed Handley.
"People that are going to these
kinds of movies are, whether they
know it or · not, are looking for
something. Something to fulfill
themselves. But it's not fulfilling at
By STEVE FISHBURN
all. Christ offers a life of complete
Of the Campus Crier
fulfillment."
On the other side of the coin, Phil
Associated Students of Central Board of Director elections will
Patterson, former-ASC-concerttake place at winter quarter registration. Students will cast their
and-film-co-ordina tor-turnedballots for candidates as they leave the registration arena. CanBOD-member said that although
didates who are elected will take office the first day of spring
he doesn't necessarily like the
quarter.
movies, he voted to approve it
BOD election petitions for the 1982-83 school year are available in
because it appears that's what the
the ASC office and must be filed there by 5 p.m. · tomorrow
students like to see. "They're very
(Friday).
popular, by far the most popular
See BOD, Page 2
movies we show."
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Parents drop
sex charges
on teacher
•

Merchants hoping for
successful holiday season
By LORRAINE '· ., '11.r:·:~~· I

_The shelves are stacked high
, with the latest electronic toys and
dolls, but as retailers prepare for
their busiest time of year many are
worried about how the economic
slump
will affect Christmas sales.
I

1

I

[ Store managers generally say
1they expect to have a good
.Christmas - they count on the last
three months of the year for 40 per'cent of general merchandise sales
- but few expect a great season.
They are paring inventories and
planning aggressive promotions in
case the economy takes a sharp
turn for the worse.

.;;

"We think business will be difficult going into the Christmas
season, but we think Christmas
itself will be quite good," said a
spokesman for Allied Stores Corp.,

dan Marsh, Bonwit Teller and
Block's.
"You really have to have a major disruption to have it affect
Christmas,'' said the spokesman,
who asked not to be identified.
Reports on the economy have not
given retailers much hope.
Treasury Secretary Donald
Regan predicted the final three
months of the year will be a ··real
downer." And the government
reported unemployment soared to
8 percent in October and could rise
in coming months because of
declines in factory orders and rising inventories of unsold goods.
In addition, Sindlinger & Cu.
Inc., which does public-opinion
surveys, said 46.4 percent of those
questioned in October plan to
spend less for Christmas than they
did last year.

Duncan Muir of J.C. Penney Co.,
the nation's third-largest retailer,
which operates 228 department said rprojections for the fourth
and specialty stores, including Jor- quarter have been revised
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Nme candidates had filed for the five positions open on the board
year by press-time Tuesday. Those nine include Pat Harney,
uavid Faley, Lawrance Thompson, Todd Jewell, Chuck Sorweide,
.Jack Day, Karen Winters and .Steve Richardson. The only current
BOD member seeking re-election is Jay Hileman.
Accurdmg to John Dnnkwater, direl'.tor of student services, nine
carnHdates is a lot of people tu file for the Hoard compared to past
years.
All candidates will have an opportunity to speak to the student
lwJ)' next Monday in the SUB pit at 11: 45. Drinkwater encourages
students to attend the open microphone session and as.k candidates
quest10ns.
Posters outlining the political views of the candiates with their
pictures will be posted around campus for students to get information on the students running.
Any student at Central with at least 45· credit hours and an accwnulati ve GPA of 2.00 may run. Interested candates must pick up
a registration packet in the ASC office and complete a nominated
petition, service application and a campaign statement.
The purpose of the Board is to promote and coordinate student
s~1ca1al activities and to provide. opportunities tor invorvement in
tile school government.
itext

detrimental to their son, Bernardino said.
He said the report did not consider whether there
was a sexual relationship because the psychologist
felt the two would not be candid with him in other
areas if he questoned them on this aspect.
Bernardino said the parents dropped the charge
after he advised them they were unlikely to succeed
because of the psychologist's report, although they
still feel the relationship is harming their son.
He added the parents do not know where their son
is and as far as he knows, the boy is still seeing the
woman.

SURREY, British Columbia (AP) - The parents
of a 15-year-old boy are dropping a charge against a
former teacher who they alleged had a sexual relationsh'ip with their son.
The parents had filed a private charge under the
provincial Juvenile Delinquents Act of contributing
to the delinquency of a juvenile.
The charge alleged the woman has had intercourse with the boy and drew him away from lhis
parent's home to live with her in this Vancouver
suburb.
The case was scheduled for trial in family court
Thursday. In an interview Monday, Carlos Bernardino, the parents' lawyer, said he will make an application to the court to have the charge withdrawn.
He said the decision was made by the parents
after a psychologist's report concluded the relationships was not harmful to the boy.
The psychologist found the boy may benefit from
a stable relationship with the woman and interference by the parents ir; this relationship my be

downward because of the
economy. "As far as sales go, we'll
have a reasonably good Christmas,
but we don't expect a robust or explosive sales gain," he said.
Muir said the retailer was hoping
for sales in its Strawberry Shortcake line of toys, clothing and
other items for children, as well as
apparel and top-of-the-line merchandise.
Other retailers said home
videotape recorders and electronic
games were expected to remain
popular, but they predicted continued weak sales such major
items as furniture and big appliances.
Muir said the general merchandise retail industry as a whole
would have an 8 percent sales increase for the fourth quarter compared with the period in 1980. That
is below the 14.8 percent annual
rate at which the Consumer Price
Index rose in September and below
the 10.1 percent rise in prices in the
first nine months of the year.
Analysts are not expecting a
great Christmas. They said some
money that might have been spent
for Christmas has been depostied
in new tax-free All Savers Certificates. And analysts say the recent tax cut had only a
psychologically positive effect on
consumers and gave them a few
extra dollars to spend.
5th & Pine

In September, the · British Columbia Supreme
Court ref used a request by the parents fol· a court
injunction restraining the woman from having access to their son.
The parents say their son left home in August and
moved in with the woman, whom he met when he
was a sixth grade pupil and she was his physical
education instructor.

'Separate but equal'

Girl ousted from team
CHICAGO tAP) - Joseph O'Connor says his 12-year-old
daughter, Karen, will keep playing basketball with the boys after
school, even if the U.S. Supreme Court has ref used to let her try out
for the boys' team at her junior high.
O'Connor said the girl will be "unhappy" over Monday·s action,
in which the Supreme Court let stand a federal appeals court mling
that Karen is not automatically entitled to try out for the MacArthur Junior High boys' team.
.But, he said, she can keep developing her ability by continuing to
compete at male-dommated community leagues and' basketball
camps.
The seventh-grader from suburban Prospect Heights said she
belonged on the boys' team because the girls were not up to her
level of competition. She has consistently competed successfully
with boys her age and her athletic talents have been praised by a
professional basketball coach.
"We are extremely disappointed," in the court's action, O'Connor said. He said he did not yet know if Karen's lawyers would try
to pursue the case along other legal avenues.
The high court decision stemmed from Karen's attempts last fall
to get a preliminary injunetwn l>rdering the school to let her try out.
Her lawyers could still seek a permanent injunction against the
school.
One of them, Andrew David, said no decis10n had been made: In
her lawsu.it--agains the school, the girl said having ··separate but
equal" teams for boys and girls violated her constitutional rights
and broke a 1972 federal law barring sex d1scriminatwn m pubhcly
funded school sports. The trial court said the school had to let her
try out, but the apeals court disagreed.

Beef tips, rice and a mouse?
HOUSTON (AP) - A Houston
man has 'admitted planting the
dead mouse m his food that led to a
one-day shutdown of a local
restaurant.
Henry ~'isher, 25, said he wasn't
sure why he mixed a dead mouse in
a plate ·of beef tips and rice he
shared with his girlfriend at
Wyatt's Cafeteria last week.
"I guess the devil made me do

t," Fisher said Monday.
The prank prompted local officials to inspect the cafeteria, and
it was closed last Wednesday after
inspectors found several health ·
code violations, said Victor Pappas
of the city health department. The
restaurant made corrections and
reopened the next day, he said.
Cafeteria officials said they did not
plan legal action agsinst Fisher .
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~Tuition

surcharge
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New BOT chair Munro,

others call idea a 'joke'

By CAROLYN LEHMANN
Of the Campus Crier

Higher education is no sacred
cow, but it doesn't need to provide
all the steak fOr the state's
budgetary barbecue, according to
Sterling Munro, newly-elected
<-ariman of Central's Board of
Trustees.
·
At the board's Nov. 20 meeting,
Munro, who replaced former
chairman and ·trustee Don
Broughton-(see related story, page
22), spoke out against a recent
I use--approved proposal to tack a
10 percent surcharge onto tuition.
The surcharge, the adoption of
which would be at the discretion of
the individual universities, "would
be just a joke," Munro said. "It
would mean the tuition was just be:ir:l raised."
"These are times of stress and
the revenues are not sufficient. It
is perfectly understandable that
there must be a sharing of the
burden," Munro conceded, but added that the surcharge proposal
s~med to single out higher education, a state institution which he
feels has been contributing more
than its share toward alleviating
the state's fiscal crises over the
years.
Trustee Linda Clifton agreed,
saving, "I wonder how fair it is
th.A students suffer 70 percent increase in tuition at a time when
most other taxes remain stable."
Clifton questioned .the prospect of
an added 10 percent (the surcharge) on top of the already effected tuition increases.
esident ' Garrity advised
waiting until the results of the
special legislative session became
final before commenting on the
surcharge situation ..
Garrity did, however, discuss
the special legislative session and
it~ possible effecis on higher
education. Recommended cuts for
higher education, he~ said, currently range from 6 to 8 'percent.
"Things will reffi'."ain relatively
uncertain until the House is able to
1 come to grips with the question of
re nue." Garrity .said, adding
1 that the size of the cuts will depend
l "On how big a gap th~re is between
the cuts and the revenue."
In other business, the board:
- approved the addition of a
I transcript fee calling for a $3
ch rge for the first transcript and
$2 ror each one ordei:ed along with
the first (see related story, page 21.
The fees, which went into effect
Dec. 1, will bring in' an estimated
$53,000.
- approved the ad5}ition of fees
to cover upkeep costs of musical
ins~.:uments for student rental. The
fees, ranging from $5-$10 per instrument, would bring in an
estimated $9000 and will go into ef1feet winter quarter '82.
- approved a remodeling plan
for Mcconnel Auditorium which
wo~d include the installation of
continental seating, the addition of
two new exits in the center of
either side of the auditorium, the
installation of a concrete platform
in the rear of the a,uditorium for
handicapped patrons, interior
pa~ ,..Jting and the installation of a
new carpet. The remodeling project is estimated to run $86,000.
The board has scheduled a
special meeting Dec. 11 to discuss
the stat~·~ budgetary problems
and its impac on th~ university.

a

Photos by Mike Metzler

Haggard
A tired and weary-looking President Donold Garrity pauses for a moments rest during a Boord of Trustees meeting Nov. 20. Garrity explained
to the board that the legislature is contemplating cuts to higher education ranging from 6 to 8 percent.
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Trustee James Hogan and Chairman S. Sterling Munro listen intently to President Donald Garrity's presentation on the impending budget cuts .
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Crier commentary ·

Porno film in crossfire

"

Normal majority finally has its -own say
By CAROL)'N LEHMANN
Of the Campus Crier

"I had put off my garment, how
could I put it on? I had bathed my
feet, how could I soil them? My
beloved put his hand to the latch,
and my heart was thrilled within
me. I arose to open to my beloved,
and my hands dripped with
myrrh .. .! opened to my beloved,
but my beloved had turned and
gone."
Disgusting!
That's . . . that's . . . pornographic!
That's also a passage from the
Songs of Solomon, a book of - my
god! (no pun intended) - the Bible!
Oh, don't get me wrong, I'm no
atheist, I just happen to believe in
the First Amendment. You know the one that guarantees freedom of
religion (meaning you keep your
God, who in all probability is my
God too, out of my business and I'll
ever so courteously do the same for
you) and also guarantees freedom
of speech (which, incidentally,
covers not only words, but
newspapers, magazines, TV programs and films).
Yes, films. That ranges all the
way from ••Peter Rabbit Goes to
Peoria, Ill." to "Hefner's Bunnies
Hopalong to Hollywood." That
also includes "Insatiable," which
was shown at Central's campus
theater Dec. 1-2.

Now don't get me wrong kiddos,
I'm not particularly. fond of
X-rated fihns; as a matter of fact,
I think they're kind of disgusting. I
think the same thing about
bullfrogs and smashed slugs (and
come to think of it, some of the people I know) too, but that doesn't
mean I want to wipe them off the
face of the earth.
Now take the slugs. There's
nothing I can do about them - step
around them, pour salt on them,
feed them to my cat - but no matter what do, they'll still be around.
Same thing with the porno flick - I
can complain about it, possibly
picket it out of town, feed it to my
dog - but again, no matter what I
do, it'll still be around.
And is there anything really
wrong with that? I don't like
smashed slugs, but my cat sure
does. Should I deprive him the simple joy of licking the putrid ooze
out of the slug's scwnmy corpse'?
I don't like porno flicks, but John
Doe sure does. Should I deprive
him the simple joy of - well,
whatever the simple joy is, should
I - or more importantly, do I have
the right to - deprive him of it'!
The question at hand is not so
much that one approves of X-rated
films, but whether one approves of
the right to freedom of 8peech. No
one was required to attend the
movie. To the best of my
knowledge, no pop quizzes were
planned over the material covered

(or uncovered) in the movie.
The movie wasn't prominently
displayed (no pun intended) in any
public place. I don't recall seeing it
in the dining hall, in class, or at
church (or on the restroom walls
either - now you want to talk
about obscene! - oh well, I'll save
that one for another day)'.
The crux of the matter is, if you
didn't want to go (and I didn't),
you didn't have to go (and I didn't).
The movie didn't bug ,me in the .
least, simply because I didn't see
it, and I wasn't required to.
As for the people who did, I'm
sure they're not walking around
campus with an 'X' branded on
their forehead (a la Hawthorne's
Scarlet Letter for you literature
buffs). If they' re anymore
degenerate than they were before
the film, I'm sure I didn't notice.
X-rated films come but once a
quarter, they don't (at least this To the Editor:
the Crier in a good light?) And isn't
quarter) interrupt the scheduled
Thank goodness all the commo- it interesting that the same le• ;r
Thursday night film showing, and tion over Fred, is dead. But after happened to be from journaUst
they give their patrons a little thrill reading the letters to the editor Carolyn Lehmann's roomate?
(remember my cat and the slug). about the "hapless coyote" in the These chance happenings raise
One Jerry Falwell in this cowitry Nov. 19 issue I have a few ques- questions in my mind pertaining to
is more than enough; let the Nor· tions about the Crier's editorial the journalistic credibility of the
mat Majority have its chance to practices.
Crier's staff. Shame! Shame!
speak up once in awhile.
It strikes me as funny that the Shame!
Oh, incidentally, in this dog·eat- only favorable letter about Fred
Leland Stocker
dog of a world it's nice to know that was boxed, (a bias perhaps to show
Kamola Hall
someone else stands behind me in
my views. Fred says he's with me
every step of the way. (He finally
agreed to comment.)
ment on the letter in last week's
To the Editor:
After reading the article, "Poor Crier from Dia Whitney, who rej')rFred is dead" in the Nov. 12 issue red to the article as a stimulatmg
of the Crier and the reply letters change and entertaining.
I feel that that person needs
last week in response to the story, I
some help. The incident was a very
decided to write.
cruel, pathetic one and I think the
One justice on the court could not
After I read the letter I called
specifically define what por- the Crier and talked to the decision to print the article, let
nography was, but he stated that reporter, Carolyn Lehmann. I ex- alone 00 the front page Waj a
"I know it when I see it."
pressed my opinion to her that I severe blow to the professio~al
Webster's dictionary defines found the article in extremely poor journalistic quality of the Crier.
Kathy Hatley
pornography as, "written, graphic taste and a very "sick" type of
or other forms of commw1ication humor. I would also like to comEllensburg
iritended to excite lascivious feelings."
_
The flim shown in the SUB
theatre may not have been brought
to Central with the intention of exMATI McGILLEN
ALAN ANDERSON
citing "lascivious feeelings" but
Editor
Managing Editor
pornographic material inherently
excites this type of behavior and'
JOE PERDUE
MELISSA YOUNG
promotes immoral behavior.
Sports Editor
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Pornography
leads
to
degeneracy. It promotes immoral
- MIKE METZLER
PEGGY BOWERS
behavior, Its accessiblility proPhoto
Editor
Advertising
Manager
duces demand.
They failed to forsee th~ comJOE STONE
JOHN P. FOSTER
munity's negative reaction, on and
Business
Manager
Faculty Adviser
off the campus, to the presentation
of poinogaphy and apparently they
·did not care because another porSt<Jff: Kathy Bradshaw, Terry Cass, Al Costillo, Jenny Crosier, Cal Ellis, Ton!J !
nographic fihn is sheduled for next
Fohsholtz, Steve Fishburn, Cynthia Foster, Tim Harrington, Denise H!!ber, Grant Johnson,
quarter.
Robi Johnson, Leanne LoBissoniere, Carolyn Lehmann, Don Moe, Kori Montgomery, Tim
The BOD was foolish and dead · Patrick, Delores Pernick, Cindi Phipj>s, Rondy Raschko, Scott Schuller, G. Scott Spruill, Tami
wrong when they scheduled ''InThedens, Tom Tomasek, Terrie Venneberg, Glendo Wallace, Ted Zurcher
satiable" this quarter and "Urnab
The Campus Crier is a laboratory newspaper produced in conjunction with the Central
Cowgirl" for winter quarter. Por. Washington University Moss Media Program and is published weekly during the ocode , -c
nagraphic movies should not be
·year, with bi-weekly publication during s_ummer quarter.
shown on campus and they should
Views expressed ore not necessarily those of the staff or editors. Advertising material
not be sponsored by the BOD, a
does not imply endorsement. Second class postage paid, Ellensburg, WA 98926. Office
group that supposedly represents
phone 963-1026.
the student boidy here.
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Campus Crier layout biased?
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Fred called sick type of humor

Pornography has no business at Central
By STEVE FISHBURN
Of the Campus Crier

Pornagraphic films have no
business being shown publicly on a
university campus. The ASC Board
of Directors used bad_judgement
when they showed the X-rated film
"Insatiable" in the SUB Theatre
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Pornography plagues large
cities in the United States. It is
advertised in metropolitan
newspapers, and it is in every
other building on First Avenue in
Seattle. It is the same · in every
.other metroplitan area around the
country.
Socially unacceptable entertainment is pandemic in all big cities.
People have come to expect it and
accept it. They label it immoral so
it is neat and tidy and put away in
the seedier parts of metropolises.
Our degenerate thrive on it, our '.
burgeois is indifferent to it, OUR
generation is clandestine about it
and the problem of pornography is
transgressed.
Students here at Central attended the "Insatiable" in the SUB ,
disguised in garb to hide from their :
friends and perhaps even to hide
from themselves.

They went to the film with the intention of having a good time but
they did not realize that by paying
two dollars they were promoting
sexual immorality as well ~s the
exploitation of the men and women
on the screen.
The pornagraphiC industry is in;.
herently concerned with leaching
its actors and viewers of their
dignity. It does this by reducing actors on the screen to pieces of meat
and reducing viewers in the audience to desolate beings caught up
in fantasies they feel flesh and
blood relationships cannot satisfy.
A case brought before the
Supreme Court of the United States
almost a decade ago decided pornographic material is constitutionally pennissable, but is to be
confined to specific degenerative
. urban areas.
The high court stated in the majority opinion that pornography
cannot be shown in areas where
their presentaion might be
detramental to the status quo·enviromen tof the community.
The learning environment
prevalent here at Central is not
sympathetic to the presentation of
X-rated films and indeed the .
presentaion of such material is
detramental to the status quo environpient here.
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Garrity's Japan trip
left CWU president ·
with unclear picture
Cf the Campus Crier
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Elected
Comstock choosen for
3-year cou·ncil term
Central Graduate Dean Dale
Comstock has l;>een elected· to a
three-year term on the governing
board of the Council of Graduate
Schools in the U.S.
The board, with offices and a
paid staff in Washington, D.C.,
directs all council activities, including lobbying, summer training
institues, consultant services and
task forces.
Mor~ than 365 public and private
institutions are members of the national council, accounting for 99
percent of all U.S. research doctorates granted -and for 85 percent
of all U.S. master's degrees awarded.
Comstock will officially become
a member of the 12-member board
of directors in January, replacing
Neil Pings, executive vice president at the University of Southern
California.
He will travel to Washingtpn,
D.C., next week to attend the annual graduate council meeting and·
to be honored at a reception for

United States," Garrity said.
Besides the differences at the
student level, Japanese univer-.
Even though you might not be sities also operate clifferently at
~ble to enroll in classes next fall the adminstrative level. These inbecause of budget cuts, you have stitutions do not have officers such
an advantage over many Japanese as a vice-president, but it is clear
college students.
that organizational functions, such
After returning from a three- as business and instructional
week trip to Japan, Central Presi- education, exist. Also, . presidents
dent Donald Garrity said most of Japanese colleges are elected by
JaI,>anese students must pass a na- the faculty and can be removed
tional entrance exam before they from their position by a vote of the
are admitted into a university. faculty.
Even if a student passes the "ex- Japanese universities also have
treinely difficult" exam, he is not similarities with American inguaranteed admission.
stitutes. During the reconstructive
Garrity said in- some Japanese period after World War II~ Garrity
universities there are 50 applica- said American representatives
tions filled for every seat from various groups had a great
available. "Competition for en- influence over the higher educatrance is very fierce and a great tion of Japanese citizens. He went
d€ · of pressu~e is felt by the on to say, "One of the effects of this
st· ~nts,'' Garrity said. As a result. influence was the adaptation of a
of tqes~ pr~ssures, t,he suicide rate liberal arts background required
is very high.
_· for all college students." He said
For those who pass the exam, even the newer universities resembased largely on memorization, ble schools of the U.S., while at the
and are accepted by an institution, same time keeping the Japanese
the question of how an education culture a very important part of
will be paid for is almost complete- the educational system.
ly eliminated. A student attending
During their visits to three naone of the 50 or 60 nationally funded tional universities and on city inuniversities has his education paid :titute, Garrity and his wife,
for by the government. Those ad- V1rginia, described Central and. For,_the t~o ~~~ P.~r_i~~~. ~etw~~11
mitted to a city; private or· perfec-' - discussed -possibilities oUtifacUlty Nov. 16-29, Campus pohce respond·· torial_college might also have . a exch~ng~. .
,.
___ ~,. . ed ,to 1~,5 : .f.~J!s. ,In,c~~~W1 Jn thes~
portion of their education financed.
The 'trip was prompted by an in- · were 15 thefts, of which seven were
According to Garrity, there is a vitation from Kyoto Gaidai bikes, seven reports of damaged
concern among Japan's educa- (University of Foreign Studies). property, three malfunctioning
·
tional community that after the Garrity said the trip was to visit fire alarms, five traffic citations
d arrest for DWI, and three
an
students are admitted, they tend to Kyoto as a symbolic gesture betsluff-off. He said, "I tend to ween the schools, which had a stu- tickets were issued to minors in
possession of alcholol.
direg~rd that because of my per- dent exchange agreement.
Hopefully, said Garrity, Central
sonal observations of Japanese
students, They seem to be very will be developing a sister relation- · In addition to these calls were
serious and work hard to succeed." ship with a Japanese university. two criminal trespasses, one simA more serious problem is the He added, "This would help us in- ple assault resulting from a fight,
-'c oncern over the increasing. ternationalize our university' one arrest for a parking warrant,
number of students who have not which is extremely important, one vehicle hit and run, one
reached a level of proficiency in because the U.S. is one of the suspicious person, two noise comthe basics: reading, writing, and poorest prepared countries in the plaints, one disorderly conduct,
arithmetic. Japan has a long way world to handle international rela- and three assists of the Ellensburg
to go before equalling this problem tionships. We are just infants in a Police, inslucing an arrest for an
in the proportions evident in the very large and important arena."
off-campus burglary.
By TAMMY FAHSHOLTZ

Central Washington University

new board members at the George
Washington University Club.
Other newly elected board
members include graduate officials from Cornell, Notre Dame,
Atlanta and Indiana Universities.
Comstock, CWU professor of
mathematics since 1964 and dean
of Central's office of graduate
studies and research since 1970,
has served on the Western Association of Graduate School's executive committee.
In 1976, he ws one ·of four U.S.
academic administrators sleeted
to participate in the executive program of the President's Comission
on Personnal Interchange. Comstock spent the year in
Washington, D.C., as a senior pr()..
gram analyst in the office of international affairs of the Energy
Research and Development Administration (ERDA).
Comstock spent the summers of
1968 and 1969 in India, as a government consultant to the National
Science · F·oundation in its

·
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DALE COMSTOCK
. recently elected to a
three-year term on the governing
board of the Council of Graduate
Schools in the United States.

cooperative program for the im- ,
provement of science education in
that co~t~.
·
I
....

,

Police blotter
,, ,. Alfi9, rqpo.rted~as.~ .bomb threat. .1, tTend coirM ·continue'if' university

in Edis@.Hall on.Nov. 24, and cam- residents continue to lock their
,.pus ,, QQ\~e,t, res~on~ed ··rto fiwi " doors •and htilark1 "tfieir ·property.
medical calls, including ·one drug The Safety Department will be
overdose.
happy to assist students by lending
marking tools to place individual
Students were also aided with 37 driver's license numbers on prperunlocked doors and 20 motorist ty, Teeples reported.
assists. Nine pieces of property
were also recovered.
Anyone ' wishing · to use the
1

Chief Al Teeples stated this is the
, ·second week in ~ row ~ noreported burglaries, and thefts are
also down. He nooted that this

markers should conta"ct . Joseph
Slaughter :..at , the CWU - ,; Safety
Department, or their r~sidence
hall or apartrnent;managers.
·-

.
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Winegar's Dairy

Would Like To Say ...

'HAPPY HOLIDAYS'
Grade A Vz gallon

ssc

Pasteurized/ Homogenized
Whole and 2 O/o Vz gallon 99c
Whipping Cream 60c pint
~+'

•
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op;;.m. Winegar's

Mon-Sat

I

DRIVE IN

LocotM ~ I llocb West Of Nlchollon Pavllon

419

w: 15th - 925-1821
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.

.. 'Happy'Holidar•
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~
. 'Happy'Holiday•

SOPHOMORES
.
ALL MAJORS .{lf!HIORS/SEHIORs
\Ve 9Uoronte

our PILOT
e Your seat in
training pr~~d FLIGHT OFFICER
~et into the r~~ RIGHT NOW!
"'0\1)' AViotio Sny, ~Olk to the ·.
Come see· n.Off1cer. .
placement us in the
our OYior; cen_ter. Toke
see if
on test and .
You qualify. .

FLY NAVY.
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Greatsinger's book encourages survival skills
I

While "junk mail," full of introductory offers, is simply annoying to most people, it can be a maze
of confusing and disturbing ideas
to people who have marginal
reading skills - immigrants struggling with English, children, mentally retarded or school dropouts.
CWU Education professor Calvin
Greatsinger believes that all
readers - good or poor - need
survival skills. "People have to be
taught to sort through all the information they are bombarded with,
' to understand important terms and
separate the hype from the facts."
And the problem of survival
reading is growing, he believes,
because more printed material is
being shoved at us now than ever
before. A person has to be able to
read the materail and then interpret it.
Survival reading is sorting
through all the extra, distracting
and attractive stuff to find out the
bottom line - exactly what do you
get for exactly how much money?
What are you obligating yourself to
when you send in a coupon or sign
on the dotted line?
Children, older people and other
marginal readers often get stung
by introductory offers, Greatsinger pointed out, because they
don't fully understand the terms of
the offer they are reading.
Greatsinger's new book, published this year, is called "Free LearnCALVIN GREATSINGER
cwu Photo ing: For Learning Without Study
Through Introductory Offers."
" ... People have to be taught to sort throu9h all the information they
The workbook follows the format
are bombarded with."
.

he established in four previously
published survival reading
workbooks. Each contains a sample reading exercise on the lefthand pages, with questions for the
reader to answer on the right.
The new book, published by
Disseminators . of Knowledge in
Buffalo, N.Y., features introduc- tory offers for record clubs, travel
packages, china and cookware
ensembles.
The book is designed for use by
resource teachers, by tutors, or by
students
themselves.
Greatsinger's first four books have
been distributed nationwide, most
used for upper elementary, junior
high and high school, as well as
with adult learners.
His first four books, published by
New Readers Press in Syracuse,

New York, include "Machine Age
Riddles''
(directions
on
machinery), "Signs Around
Town" (actual traffic, information
and commercial signs), "Label
Talk" (descriptions and instructions on a variety of commercial
products), and "Read the Instructions First" (instructions included
with common products most people buy).
Each book contains a word
definition list and answers to the
workbook questions.
Greatsinger, on the CWU faculty
since 1969, teaches undergraduate
and graduate level courses in the
teaching of reading, and serves as
a graduate committee chairman
for many of Central's master's
degree candidates for the reading
specialist degree.

WICI sponsoring co.n test
Students in communications programs at colleges around the
Pacific Northwest can participate
in a regional competition sponsored by Women in Communication, Inc. (WICI).
Award categories, magazine articles or series, photographs in
feature or spot news, slide presentations, public relations campaigns, advertising campaigns and
communications research projects.

Entry fees are $3 for the first entry for WICI members and $5 for
non-members. Additional entries
for both members and nonmembers are $1 each. Students
must submit their entries by Feb.
8, 1982.
For entry forms contact Mary
Kennedy-Burton, Pacific Northwest Student Competition Chairman, Oregon Health Sciences
University, SYPR, 3181 S. W. Sam
Jackson Park Road, Portland,
Ore. 97201.
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A brown Christmas?

Geology stude.nts

'Kids night out' aids parents

College offers the golden opportunity of education to many people.
Some of the people who seize this
opportunity and decide to pursue
dry-camp and showers guaranteed higher education, have families to
every other day. The students will care for too. These students, who
also get three days off for are also parents, may not realize
Christmas, giving them a chance that more than just eclucational opto do a little sightseeing on their portunities are open to them at
own.
CWU.
Margaret Bell, the only woman
University Recreation provides
of the 15 students participating, a service for parents called "Kids
said from a geology standpoint the Night Out." Its name is a "spoof on
trip will be exciting. Bell said that parents," said Mike McLeod,
though the idea of being away from director of Recreation.
home at Christmas isn't that thrillThe program was created to give
ing she said, "I've never been to parents a break by offering them a
the Mojave desert before and that place to take their children. Then,
will be exciting. It will be more in- the parents could actually have a
teresting studying limestone,'' Bell night out.
said, "because I'm sick of basalt."
The children aren't left to enterWhen asked how she felt about tain themselves. Parents bring
being the only woman on the trip their children to Nicholson
Bell said she was tired of being Pavilion at 6 p.m. every Friday.
reminded of the fact, saying that There, the children are greeted by
"on this trip I'm just a geologist,' Meg Dorsey, a leisure services maand I prefer to be thought of that jor. A Leisure Services class also
way."
sends two students per week to the
The expedition will return to pavilion to help Meg.
Central on Jan. 3, with what Bently
These students share the respondescribes as ''great suntans and sibility of running the program for
lots of desert stories to tell."
the children. It offers recreational

plan Mojave trip
By TERRY CASS
Of the Campus Crier

Dreaming of a white Christmas
for 15 geology majors will be just
that, dreaming. The 15 Central
students will be spending their
Christmas vacation in the Mojave
desert, where Christmas and most
of the year is a sultry shade of
brown.
All geology majors are required
to participate in two training exercises of surveying and mapping of
specific areas. This winter they
will take two CWU vans the day
after finals and head for the lower
Colorado river, near Blythe,
California.
The 15 students, that received
experience last September in mapping the Nile area of the Naches
River, will conduct field studies on
the Big Maria mountains, an area
cut by branchJaults of the San Andreas fault system.
CWU Geology professor Robert
Bently said of main interest to
them on this trip is the type of
Grand Canyon suite of rock that
will be found in tight folds with
nwnerous faults.
Bently said he is excited about
the trip because "this area will be
giving the students the chance to
study rocks completely different
than they have seen around here."
Each student will pay $150 for
transportation and will supply
their own food. Accommodations
include tents, campillg outside in a

f

and educational games for the
kids. Emphasis is placed on social
skills, such as communicating and
how to function well in a group. Activities called mixers are also encouraged to give the kids a chance
to meet each other. In addition, a
nutritional snack is provided during the evening. "The program is
more like a preschool than just a
babysitting service," McLeod
said.
"Kids Night Out" is also open to
parents in the Ellensburg community. The price, however, is a
little higher. College parents pay
$2.25 per child while the community parents are requested to pay
$3.25. The program is cheaper for
students "because we think they
need a break on the price,'' said
McLeod:
The program was invented by
the recreation student staff a few
years ago. The staff was brainstorming about a program that could
be implimented for students who
are parents.
These students, they feel, are a
largely ignored group on other
campus and the recreation office
didn't like that.

Music's White
receives 15th
ASCAP award
Dr. Donald White, Central music
department chairman, was announced a 1981-82 ASCAP award
winner early last week. The $1,000
citation is his fifteenth successive
award.
White won his first American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Pulbishers (ASCAP) prize in 1966
- $250 at that time.
This year, White was chosen for
his "continuing commitment to
assist and encourage writers of
serious music," according to the
independent panel examining the
unique prestige value of each
music writer's catalog.
"They look at yolir work performance," White explained. "Each
year your material is reviewed by
an awards panel."
White joined the CWU faculty
this fall, after a distinguished
34-year career at DePauw University in Greencastle, Indiana.
He has a long history of composing music, published by firms from
the Shawnee Press to Accura
Music. His works include compositions for band, orchestra, chamber
ensemble and chorus, as well as
solo works for winds and piano. He
has gained commissions and
grants for his compositions from a
host of sources, including the Ford
Foundation.
White earned a bachelor's
degree in music education at Temple University in Philadelphia,
later undertaking private study in
composition at the Philadelphia
Conservatory. His M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees were taken at the University of Rochester, Eastman School
of Music in New York.

.
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"Kids Night Out" goes us and
iown on the success scale. _t\t
times there are 25 or mo~e kids
participating. Then the number
will drop to just three. McLeod
says it is hard to understand why it
happens. He explained th~t the
program has lots of publicity. Virtually every media has publicized
it.
McLeod said the attendance
trend is low at the start of the
quarter. After word gets around
the attendance picks up and it
peaks at mid-quarter. After that
the number of kids attending goes ·
down.
The feedback from parents is
very good according to surveys
done by University Recreation.
Most of the time parents say their
kids love the program and that is is
a
good
opportunity.
For rent
Single cabins and mobile homes
Six miles from campus
Special rates to students
962-9396
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American Society of Safety
Engineers club meeting.

Of the Campus Crier

Max Trevino
Safety major receives actual
practice_- has to save a life

CWU Photo

MAX TREVINO
" ... I'm really motivated in safety. I care about people; I'm interested in their personal protection and in
saving lives."

Somehow, it seems only appropriate for someone studying
health and safety to save a life.
And that is just what Grandview
IQan Max Trevino, currently majoring in occupational health and
safety at CWU, did this summer.
As Trevino, 20, relates the story,
he and a friend were fishing just
outside of Yakima. A group of
teenage kids were some distance
away, ''fooling around and making
noise," when he became aware
that someone in the group was actually drowning and not just fooling.
"I was standing about chest high
in water when it happened,''
Trevino said, using his hands to indicate the water depth. "I ran a
long way in the river, about two
football fields, and dragged him
out of the water."
Trevino said the boy, about sixteen years old, was unconscious
and blue in the face. He administered mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation, having learned the
technique in a first aid class at
Central, and the boy regained consciousness.
Trevino let the youth rest for
about half an hour, and then the
boy's friends took the victim home.
The ability to think on his feet
and take the initiative has earned
Trevino personal as well as professional rewards during his college
career. Trevino received a $500
scholarship from the Seattle
Vicinity Construction Safety Council last week.
The 1981-82 award was presented
to Trevino by Eugean Thompson,
safety director for the Seattle
chapter of the Associated General
Contractors of America, and a
CWU alumnus, during Central's

Shop

Trevino spent 12 seeks working
as a safety assistant on the number
two project for the Washington
Power System during the course of
his internship, receiving 12 CWU
credits as well as payment for his
work.
In addition, Trevino was officially asked by Bechtel to return this
summer for a second term.
''Bechtel is a very safety-conscious
organization," said Trevino about
his internship, which he said entailed a lot of paperwork.
' As an occupational health and
safety major, Trevino is learning
what is involved in a "safe working
environment." His classes at Central are aimed at providing a wellrounded safety program, he said.
He was constantly looking for
potentially dangerous situations
while he worked at Bechtel. "Safety is basically just common sense,
but you have to be aware of the correct application," he said, adding
there is a constant fight to enforce
safety regulations in construction
projects.
"I'm really motivated in
safety," said Trevino, whose
research shows the field to be
"wide open." "I care about people; I'm interested in their personal protection and in saving
lives."

615 S. Main
925-6181

0 W 0 PE Niiiiiliiiiiiiii
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' The new scholarship was awarded, based in part on Trevino's past
performance - including his
devising a respirator campaign for
Seneca Foods Incorporated in Prosser last year, and more recently,
completing an educational field experience with the Bechtel Power
Corporation in the RichlandHanford area.
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Backganimon craze hits ~WU
By TAMI THEDENS
Of the Campus Crier

To some it's a frustrating waste of time, others
can't go a day without playing. Whatever personal
feelings may be attributed to the game, no one can
deny that backgammon is booming. Not only on Central's campus, but world-wide.
The game was once considered to be for older people or too boring to be bothered with, but now people
of all ages have caught on. The history of backgammon is long and incomplete - but very fascinating.
. The Egyptian Pharoahs enjoyed the game and a
board was found in King Tutankhamen's tomb.
It is speculated that the game can be found
throughout the Far East. In China they play "shwanliu," in Japan "Sunoroku,'' and in Korea, a version
called ·'' Ssang-ryouk.''
The French call the game "Tric-Trac" and in early England backgammon was known as "tables."
The modern backgammon board appears in pictures in Europe as early as the fourteenth century.
The boards to all these different forms of backgammon look basically the same.

The game is played by two people on a board
designed with 24 points of alternate colors. Each
player is provided with a set of dice, a dice box, and
15 men or checkers, usually designated by black and
white. The object of the game is to get all your men
off the board before your opponent does.
There are three degrees of winning: a normal victory, where the loser has been able to bear off at
least one of his men, a "gammon" where the loser
has not been able to bear any of his men,· and a
"backgammon" when the loser hasn't taken off any
men and has one or more of his men stuck in the winner's inner table.
·
All of this may sound confusuig, but the average
person can learn the game in a few days. Playing
about 10 games is average to learn the basics.
After that it's all technique and cunning. Most
backgammon players feel there is an equal balance
of luck and skill involved in the game.
Crier Sports Editor Joe Perdue and his roommate
Mark Neely play five or 10 games a day and said
they feel it's a good way to relax from the rigors of
studying.
Both students learned to play this fall and Perdue

said just about everyone he knows is learning to play
or already knows how to play backgammon. "You
don't really get tired of it (the game) because each
roll is different.'' he said.
Backgammon has attained a party-game status on
campus. The board is out at many social gatherings
and often students will bet money on the game's outcome. The usual drinking games at parties now involve the game of backgammon.,
The Games Room in the SUB has backgammon
boards available but according to manager Jerry
Freyberg no one uses them. He said only a few people ever come in to play but if there was ari interest
he'd "love to see a tournament get going."
Last weekend an Air Force ROTC Backgammon
tournament was on campus, so there must be some
interested players at Central after all.
The main attraction of the game seems to be the
relaxation that comes with playing. Like any recreational activity, backgammon is an escape from
everyday pressures and stress. The Central campus,
along with the rest of the world, has caught the
backgammon craze.

Age gives edge to aspiring actress, frisbee champion
Stokes, a sophomore majoring in
Leisure Services at CWU, says she
is working on a jwnping trick in
Most people can't catch a frisbee which Nikki turns around and catwi'""l both hands, let alone in their ches the frisbee in the air. "The
teeth while jwnping high in the air. freestyle competition is judged for
Nikki, an Australian Shepherd- originality, styroe, and flair,"
Dingo cross, has more talents than Stokes explained.
most people and catching frisbees
"Besides the freestyle segment,
each dog is required to participate
is just one of them.
Nikki doesn't just catch them for in a timed compulsory at the
fur, she has competed in various Finals," she added. Stokes said she
fr1..:;bee contests, and she won the feels Nikki has a good chance of
Tacoma City and County Finals. placing because she beat a dog at
Her owner, Kim Stokes, said she the Tacoma meet that placed fifth
would like to take her to the World in the World Championships.
Frisbee Championships, but first
Nikki will be 2-years-old at the
Nikki needs to learn a trick for the end of this month and has been
freestyle competition, which is jumping consistantly for just one
year. Being such a tough comp-a~ t of that meet.
By DENISE HUBER
Of the Campus Crier

petitor at a young age gives her an
advantage because she has so
many years to perfect her jwnping
techniques, said Stokes.
One of Nikki's other talents is an
acting ability. She was on a commercial for Nike tennis shoes that
showed primarily in the Sea~tle
area. But, Nikki is trying to
broaden her acting career by moving into live performances on
stage. She tried out for a part in
"Two Gentlemen From Verona,'' a
Shakespeare play being produced
in the Seattle area.
Competition was stiff because 50
other dogs also tried out for the
part. "I think the director liked her
because he took Nikki's picture
and not very many of the dogs had

theirs taken," Stokes said. "But we training herself. But she admits it
haven't heard which dog got the has been easy because Nikki is an
part yet.''
extraordinarily smart dog. ''Nikki
Presently, Nikki is living with . seemed to watch other dogs when
Kim's parents in Olympia. Dogs she was young and picked up their
aren't allowed in dorms and Kim habits." said Stokes.
lives in Sue Lombard Hall, but
According to Stokes, Nikki
that's no problem for Stokes. "My always seems "eager to please,"
folks love to keep her because she and that eagerness shows in her
is so well behaved."
ability to learn commands and
Stokes has done all of Nikki's hand signals so well.

Art professor honored
Art Professor George Stillman ' Stillman studied at San Franhas been -awarded membership in cisco Art Institute (California
the prestigious National Water- School of Fine Art) and Arizona
color Society. His painting was State University and has exhibited
juried from more than 1900 entries. paintings in major museums in the
Membership is awarded through U.S. and in many - public and
competitive exhibition.
private collections in the U.S.
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By TAMI THEDENS

nell Auditorium were dealt with but the production was over by 10
very creatively. The sets were im- p.m., short for this show.
The absence of a live orche~tra
aginative and colorful. The story of
The biggest attraction of Sunday young Clara and her dream of a .was unfortunate. So much is lost
night's performance of "The Nut- . nutcracker prince is timeless and when an audience must listen to a
cracker" in McConnell Auditoriwn always entertaining.
taped version of Tchaikovsky's
was the fact that ·the show was in
The battle between the mouse ar- masterpieces. It might be easier
Ellensburg.
my and the wooden soldiers for the dancers to dance to a
This community has never delighted the children in the au- perfect sound track, but a real orhosted such a production, and if the dience. The mice costumes were chestra playing in the pit is much
show was lacking in any way it was well done and the crouched scuffl- more exciting.
Many people ·go to "The Nutcertainly overlooked because of ing of the dancers made them even
this. It was sponsored by more authentic.
cracker'' strictly to hear the
Ellensburg Youth Ballet and First
As far as overall dancing, the . famous classical music. But no one
\
Interstate Bank.
show was lacking .. The dancers can deny the magic that takes
!
"
.
· ~The
Nutcracker" was
were continually out of step and place on stage when ballet dancers
presented by the American
unsure of themselves. The are paired with it.
Watching the dancers glide efFestival Ballet - a group
beautiful costwnes camouflaged
fortlessly across the stage is
o!"iginating nine years ago in
this a little, but not enough.
Moscow, Idaho. Their stop in
However, Steven Wistrich and fascinating. If one knows anything
Catherine Prescott as the prince about the rigors of the profession,
Ellensburg was the first of many
on their annual Thanksgiving to
and Sugar Plum . Fairy were the dancing is that much more apChristmas tour of the show. The
outstanding. Students from the preciated. The strength it takes to
ccmpany will travel down the
Ellensburg Youth Ballet were be a ballet dancer is unequaled in
Pacific Northwest coast this
featured in the show and many pro- any other sport.
"The N~tcracker's" visit · to
winter stopping in Oregon, Califorud parents were seated in the aunia and Mexico.
dience. This gave "The Nut- Ellensburg certainly started the
The performance Sunday night
cracker'' . an added touch of holiday season out right. Hopefully
was good, but not great. The show familiarity to Ellensburg many more professional shows will
Laura and Luke Spencer
come to town.
was definitely amateur·. Anyone
residents.
Whether or not the show was
who has seen "The Nutcracker" in
The scene changes were swift
Laura Baldwin and Luke another typical city suburb
the Seattle Opera House or done by
and didn't leave the audience in technically good is inconsequen- Spencer were married in a tradi- somewhere in New York State, di if
a big dance company would have
darkness for minutes on end as tial. "The Nutcracker" is magic no tional ceremony Nov. 16 and 17 in a not wear white either.
many' do. The first act only ran 45 matter who performs it and typical city suburb somewhere i,n
been a little let down. But the auThe wedding took place for an
dience seemed to enjoy it.
minutes which was quite short for everyone should see this master- New York State.
hour each over two consecutive
a ballet. Act II was much longer, piece at least once in a lifetime.
The limit~d facilities in McConThe bride, daughter of Dr. Leslie days and was not marred by incle- .
Webber of General Hospital, an in- ment weather in the attractive,
s ti tuti on of human emotions simulated studeo surroundings.
located in that same typical city
The couple are honeymooning i
suburb somewhere in New York some non-typical city subur 1
somewhere directly outside of
By STEVE FISHBURN
drama department, said it may be
McConnell seats close to 1000 State, did not wear white.
The
groom,
last
known
to
be
Siberia.
The snow, incidentally,
Of the Campus Crier
possible to schedule movies there people, well above the capacity of
on a specific day of the week, if the SUB theatre, but Page said it employed as a gangster in yet was not white either.
Attending a movie at the SUB measures were taken early may not be possible to use the
theatre Thursday evenings is enough.
auditoriwn because of operating.
.
.
I
costs. He pointed out the ASC uses
always an adventure in actually
Leinaweaver explained the the theatre free of charge and ifthe
seeing and hearing the film.
Peering over heads to view a drama department schedules ac- drama department charged a fee
good film on a poor screen while tivities for the auditoriwn in April for McConnell, it would prevent
listening to an even poorer sound for the next academic year and if them from using it.
9 Brld•I rr•asura
"The SUB theatre is a convesystem tends to depress even· the the ASC contacted them before
most ardent moviegoers here at that time they would consider nient location, and it's cheap to
4th Ave. and Pine Street
Central.
scheduling ASC films there.
operate," Page maintained.
Of the Campus Crier
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SUB theatre only option for ASC

•

di~S:~~fi~~d~~~

Button Jewelers ,;

h::: 1::~:1:~ King Video offers special

serv·1ces on Central campus

conditions in the SlJ_B theatre that
tbey have decided to boycott shows
By LEANNE LoBISSONIERE
Videocable
there or have opted for more comCompany
of
fortable surroundings of the LiberOf fhe Campus Crier
Ellensburg.
ty Theatre downtown.
According to Patti Whitman of
Jack Page is in charge of obtainResidents of Central's dorms King Videocable, the service is being, scheduling and showing the won't have to venture out into the ing offered on a trial basis. she said
Thursday night films for the ASC cold this winter to watch ''Kramer if too may units are stolen or
andheagreestheSUBtheatreisn't vs. Kramer," "Alice in damaged, the service will be
the best place on campus for view- Wonderland" or Electric discontinued.
Horseman."
The four entertainment services
ing films.
Home Box Office, Showtime, are offered on a student to student
But according to Page, films
have been shown there for seven Escapade and Bravo are all being basis in the residence halls.
See vIDEO, page 15
years and there are no alternatives offered in the dorms, by King
to the SUB theatre, although Mc-1F-================:::5::=::=:5==::=::=::=::=:::=::::i:=5:=:=:=1
Connell Auditorium or Hertz
Recital Hall would be better locations.
Page said Hertz cannot be used
because the music department has
priority and they schedule musicrelated events there almost every
nig~t. "Hertz is also too small for
the audiences we get. It only holds
200 people," said Page.
But according to a music department spokesman, the Recital Hall
holds nearly 400 people.
The classic film series is
scheduled
in
McConnell
Auditorium but cannot be used for
the Thursday evening showings
because the drama department
schedules rehearsals there during
the week.
Scheduling films there every
Thursday would be difficult and
operation costs are too great, according to Page. But Dr. Richard
Leinaweaver, chairman of the

premier design

has the perfect gift
for your college buddy

CHEERIO

shop for Christmas
103 E. 3rd

*================================~

by

ceoudihfJ
Make this Christmas even more special with.
an engagement ring for your Loved One.

'Startin

at $195

DIAMONDS ARE OUR SPECIAL TY I
Serving the Kittitas Valley since 1941
Mike Kelly G.l.A. Appraiser

'

~

.

.. ..
-

Sheer elegance
A recent "Gibson Girl" fashion show by Kris Mattson and her
models produced more than a few double-takes from unsuspecting
watchers.
Mattson, who has been collecting the clothing for nearly 10 years,
said "An age of elegance is what I try to convey and I try to put focus
on that, back then, you strive.d to be elegant and graceful."

Photos by Al Castillo

. i
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TEXT

1)

CHECK OUT THESE
SUPER BUYBACK
·VALUES!

.

Take advantage of a storeful of terrific values during our Fourth
Annual Christmas Sale. Everything in the store (except textbooks, special orders, and tabacco products) will be slashed
20%! This year we're going to have the sale during the entire
week (with special evening hours Wednesday, December 9th)
so you can come in and do a little Christmas shopping """"".' and
save a lot of money - at your convenience.

'

This list represents a select group of current edition textbooks
that we are offering the unheard of minimum of.60% of current
list price. Dig around your closet and see if you have one ofD) •
these textbooks, then sprint on down to The University Store
and cash them in for megabucks!

CLASS

AUTHOR

Accounting 251
Anthro 107
AOM 385
Biology 104

Fess
Aceves
Murphy
Ward

Biology 104
BSED 146
Econ 201
Econ 101
Econ 101

Camp
McQuaig
McConnell
Starr
Brue

Eng 101
Fin 241/341

Crews
Clarkson

French 151
Geog 101

Rassias
de Blij

Geol 145
German 151

Allison
Du Val/Miller

MS323

Anderson etal

Math 163.1

Swokowski

Math 130.1
Mgt 380
Mrkt 360
PE 245
Poli Sci 101
Psy 205
Sped 301
Spanish 151

Barnett
Longenecker
McCarthy
Am Red Cross
Hummel/Isaak
Rath us
Heward
Turk

TIE 165/265

Giesecke

TITLE

Current
List
Price

Accounting Principles
$20.50
15.95
Intro. to Anthropology
19.50
Effective Business Comm.
Biology: Today &
18.95
Tomorrow
Exploring Biology
23.95
College Accounting Fund
15.90
Economics
20.95
Economics: Prin. in Action 16.95
Econ Scenes: Theory in the
11.95
Real World
Random House Handbook 11.95
West's Business Law Text
22.95
and Case
Le Francais-Depart Arrivee 20.70
Geography: Regions and
Concepts
26.95
Geology
17.95
Moderne deutsche Sprachleh re
17.95
Intro to Management
Science
22.95
Algebra & Trig w/Analytic
Geometry
21.25
Finite Mathematics
20.95
Management
20.95
Basic Marketing
20.95
Advanced First Aid
3.95
Politics for Human Beings
10.95
Adjustment & Growth
18.95
Exceptional Children
18.95
Foundation Course in
Spanish
17.95
Technical Drawing
25.95

University
Store
Buy
Back
Price*

I

· ,-

$12.30
9.60
11.70
11.40
14.40
9.55

12.60
10.20
7.20
7.20
13.80
12.45
16.20
10.80

•

10.80
13.80
12.75
12.60
12.60
12.60
2.40
6.60
11.40
11.40

·•

10.80
15.60

*Prices may increase if publishers' prices change.

We are offering a mm1mum of 50% of current list price for
most readopted textbooks during Textbook Buyback Week,
December 7th through 11th. We'U have three textbook buyers
serving you to keep the lines moving quickly. Come on m
during buyback and discover for yourself the best way to turn
those used textbooks into a pile of hard cash!

1

;

DECEMBER 7,8,9,~06~i
DECEMBER 7,8,9,i06ii
GET THE MOST FOR YOUR USED TEXTS! · 20% OFF EVERYTHING IN THE STORE
Special Store Hours

Wednesday, December 9th - Open til 9 p.m.

Regular Store Hours
Monday through Frttia't ' - 8 a.m~ - 5 p.m.
Saturday - 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Special Store Hours
Wednesday, Decembei 9tj - Open til 9 p.m.
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Radio Rap
By JIM RILEY
KCAT Station Manager

Here's this weeks shot of rockmusic news . . . . Students at Northwest Nazarene College in Nanp~,
Idaho, who follow a minister whose
name is yet to be disclosed, are
reported to believe Led Zeppelin's
"Stairway to Heaven" contains
words which advocate worshipping
Satan.
Some students have been so
moved by the minister's warning
of the supposed Satanic messages
that they set fire to their Led Zeppelin albums, posters and T-shirts.
The minister has told his followers
that when the record is played
backwards you can hear the
words, "My ·Satan, my sweet
children, my :Satan has power"
and "Six-sixty.•six," the symbol for
the Anti-Christ.
Other recorqs destroyed by the
students include works by The
Beatles, Fleet.wood Mac, Kiss, and
Eagles. Rich ;Pierce, a residence
hall director at Nazarene College,
says there is no organized effort to
stomp out rock music at the college
which is owned by the Kansas Citybased Nazarene Church ...
Since the ' beginning of her
career, Olivia Newton-John, has
projected the who:esome, girlnext-door im.age. She has never
posed nuqe, promoted drug use or
even let too much hard rock sneak
into her music.
But in spite of this, Olivia's new
release, "Physical," has attracted
the wrath of two Utah radio stations and they have banned the
record from :their playlists. KFMY
in Provo, home of the Osmonds,
said that once the words sank in, it

caused an uncomfortableness
among their listeners.
"The lyrics are more suggestive
than most songs. It goes on additional step," according to the station manager of KSLAM in Salt
Lake City. Specifically, that includes phrases urging, "Let's get
physical," and "Let's get animal ..

"
For years, rock and roll has been
a home for songs about hot cars.
Jimmy Buffet may have topped
them all though with his new
fantasy-song about joy-riding in
the space shuttle.Buffet was inspired by the maiden flight of the
Columbia and has titled his new
song, "Somewhere Over China."
Here is a sample of the spacey
lyrics, "How I would love to drive
Vocal
the shuttle/just to hear the engine
roar/and to open the levers that
control the payload doors/I would
buzz the Himalayas/barrel roll
Central's music department, a ·
above Hong Kong/and set her
down in San Francisco to the Northwest leader in jazz educa- '
clanging of the gong." Buffet's new tion, will bring together two jazz
album is due out early next year .. choirs and two jazz bands for an
award-winning performance Dec.
Scam-artists are nothing new to 4 at "Jazz Night."'
the concert scene, and here is yet
Jazz Band I, voted best jazz band
another angle to beware of. A New
York City rookie policeman has at a competition featuring schools •
been charged with robbing a Roll- from all over the Pacific Noring Stones fan of two concert thwest last spring at the University·
tickets at gunpoint.

Jazz I in SUB Pit last week

jazz Nite features award-winning groups .

A New York police official said
the rookie, ..... identified himself
as a police officer, showed him ci
gun and . ripped off two Rolling
Stones tickets." The rookie has
been arrested and charged with
first-degree robbery and has been
suspended without pay ...
Listen to KCAT FM-:91 and
remember, rock and roll is better
than music.

of California at Berkeley, and the
vocal jazz choir which won excellent ratings at a contest in
Spokane Nov. 21, will headline the
8 p.m. performance in the SUB
ballroom.
Doors open at 7: 15 p.m. Friday
and admission is $3.
Jazz choirs will sing favorites by
Count Basie, the Doobie Brothers
and Stevie Wonder, as well as

featuring four songs arranged by
Central students.
CWU Jazz Professor John
Moawad will conduct the first jazz
band and choir. The second band
and choir are headed by graduate
assistant David Aaberg. Each
group has the ballroom stage for 30
minutes, adding up to two hours of
the best in jazz, Moawad promised.

PPRENTIC

GOLD.SALE
Dec. 11 & 12

University Food Services is now accepting applications for our Food Apprentice
Program. We need qualified students to assist our professional staff during peak
periods, vacations and summertime activities.
An On-The-Job training program has been designed to increase the knowledge and
experience of the selected individuals.

QUALIFICATIONS - - - - (Minimum)
(

h OFF ALL JADE

1

J

.DIAMOND EARRINGS
.J l

XMAS SPECIAL

15_% additional savings

~

V

I t

l 0 pts-$69
6pts-$45

on all gold merchandise

WHt.N YOU WANT TO MAKE
VQlJR DWN FASHION STATF:t!1EW

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Six months of quantity or commercial cooking experience.
Currently enrolled as a CWU student.
Able to work a minimum of twelve hours per week and some weekends.
Must have a valid food handler's card or be eligible for one.
Preference will be given to students currently employed in Food Services.
Starting wage is $4.20 per hour.

·~
Interested applicants can apply at the Scheduling Office at Holmes Dining Hall.
Applications should be turned · in by Friday, December 11th. Applicants will be
notified of a meeting in January to explain the program and answer specific questions. Let us help you put your t~lent to work and money in your pocket.

CWV/Food Services
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_D.B. Cooper
saga comes
to big screen
On Thanksgiving Eve, 1971, a
nondescript -22~year-old man
boarded Northwest Airlines Flight
305 in Portland, Ore. He called
himself D.B. Cooper, though his
real name was J .R. Meade. Soon
·after the plane took off, he passed a
note to the stewardess demanding
$200,000 in cash.
His demands were promptly met
and when the plane landed in Seattle, the money was delivered along
with four parachutes he requested.
After the other passengers were
allowed to leave, Cooper ordered
the pilot to fly him to Mexico.
Somewhere over the southwest
Washington Timberland, Cooper
bailed out of the 727 at an altitude
of 10,000 feet wearing a suit and tie
and probably a great big smile. He
was never heard from again.
It was an act of such daring that
it captured the imagination of the
entire country making D.B. Cooper
a national folk hero. Although
decade passed since this audacious
feat took place, "D.B. Cooper" fan
clubs are still very much in existence.
Cooper was the subject of one of
· the most intensive manhunts in
American history, yet he appears
to have gotten.clean away (or to
have gotten killed in his attempt).
Thousands of police, the FBI and
the military all failed to find him,
but his former Green Beret · instructor, working for an insurance
company, decides to track him
down single-handedly.
He is as clever in his pursuit as
Meade is at evasion and the antics
of these two headstrong characters
are the core of the rollicking,
freewheeling action/adventure/ comedy.
Based on the best-selling novel
·Free Fall by J.o.-Reed, which was
inspired _by the Cooper legend,
PolyGram Pictures' "The Pursuit
of D.B. Cooper" brings to the
screen an intFiguing tale of
mystery, suspense, romance and
excitement revolving around three
main characters: the crafty culprit D.B. Cooper, played by
Treat Williams; his feisty wife
(Kathryn, Harrold), and Robert
Duvall as the resourceful pursuer.
The Universal release is a
recreation of the actual event that
took ·place on Thanksgiving Eve,
1971, and a light-hearted, actionfilled look at what may have happened to D.B. Cooper.
"The Pursuit of D.B. Cooper"
was filmed mainly in the Jackson
Hole, Wyo., area.
·

. TNat Williams .

AUXILIARY .SERVICES-

CUSTODIAL
APPRENTICE
PROGRAM
University Food Services is now accepting applications for our Auxiliary Services Custodial Apprentice
Program. We need qualified students to assist our professional staff during peak periods, vacations and
summertime activities.
An On-The-Job training program has been designed to increase the ·kno"wledge and experience of selected
individuals.

QUALIFICATIONS - - - - (_
M inimum)

Robert Duvall, Kathryn Harrold and 1reat W11l1orns

Video~~~lO
Students may subscribe for from
$10-$12 per month per service and a
$10 installation fee.
Showtime movies are shown
24-hours a day. Whitman said HBO
is currently 24-hours on weekends
and will to 24-hours full-time in
January.
Bravo offers cultural programs,
said Whitman. One performance
and one movie are shown per
night.
Escapade provides adult entertainment. Two movies per night
are shown a~d then repeated.
Whitman said most sbructions so
far have come from university
apartment dwellers.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Three (3) months of experience with custodial procedures and equipment.
Currently enrolled as a CWU student.
Able to work a minimum of 12 hours per week and some weekends.
Must have a valid food handler's card or be eligible for one.
Preference will be given to students currently employed in Food Services.
Starting wage is $4.20 per hour.

Interested applicants can apply at the Sch~duling Office at Holmes Dining Hall. Applications should be
turned in by Friday, December 11th. Applicants will be notified of a meeting in January to explain the
program and answer specific questions. Let us help you put your talent to work and money in your pocket.

CUf11I Food Services
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Seattle U tonight

'Cats dropped by Portlarid
Two Krause Kount games are on
tap this week for Central's basketball team.
The 'Cats, now 2-1 after a loss at
the University of Portland, return
home to take on district rivals
Seattle University and Pacific
Lutheran University. Tipoff is at
7:30 both nights (Thursday and
Saturday).
Central defeated Western Montana 84-62 and Trinity Western
93-65 last week to earn eight points
in the complicated Krause Kount
l?YStem, which awards points
depending on the site of the game
and the opponent's record. The
Krause Kount determines which
teams qualify for the district
playoffs.
"This is a big week for us," CWU
coach Dean Nicholson said. "Not
only (did) we have a tough game at
Portland against a very fine NCAA
team, but we have two district contests."
Seattle University invades
Nicholson Pavilion with a losing
record. The Chieftains dropped a
78-59 decision to Simon Fraser
Saturday in Seattle and earlier lost
to Seattle Pacific 104-83 and
Warner Pacific 78-62. Seattle
played Western Washington Monday.

Pacific Lutheran made its
season debut Tuesday in Lacey
against St. Martin's before coming
to Ellensburg Saturday.
Seattle is under a new coach this
year. Len Nardine, an assistant at
Rider College (N.J.) the past five
seasons, has three starters back
from last year's club that won
nine-of-22 games. Returnees include all-district forward Bob Kennedy (6-7, Jr., Richland),; Greg
Pudwill (6-2, Sr., Selby, S.D.) and
Al Moyer (5-10, Sr., Detroit,
Mich.).
Kennedy averaged 21 points last
year. Pudwill scored 13.5 and
Moyer averaged 8.5
Pacific Lutheran got off to a slow
start last year, but won its final
eight games to finish with a 14-12
record. The Lutes, however, missed the district playoffs.
Among the eight victories was a
60-59 defeat of CWU, ending the
'Cats 15-game winning streak in
the series. It was PLU's first victory in Ellensburg in almost a
decade.
Coach Ed Anderson, 93-67 in six
seasons, returns three starters off
that team. Back are senior guard
Dan Allen (6-3, Sr., Edmonds),

guard Ron Anderson (6-3, Jr.,
Tacoma) and forward Curt Rodin
(6-8, Jr., Milwaukie). Allen
averaged 10.9, Anderson scored
five points per game and Rodin
averaged 5. 7.
'Cat NOTES: Central leads
Pacific Lutheran University 74-48
and Seattle University 18-9 in the
all-time series ... Four players are
averaging in double .figures for
CWU after two games. David
Williams (Sr., 6-0 Mount Vernon,
N. Y.) is the pacesetter with 31
points. Scott Tri (Sr., 6-3, Wapato)
has scored 27 points. Dale Daniels
(Jr., 6-7, Everett - Edmonds CC)
has contributed 25 points and last
year's leading scorer John Harper
(6-7, Sr., Dayton, Ohio) has scored
24 ... Daniels is the leading rebounder with 20, including 13
Saturday gainst Trinity Western .. _
. Tri and Daniels are the top field
goal shooters. Tri is shooting 68.8
percent (11 of 16) and Daniels is
shooting 66.7 (12 of 18) ... After
Saturday's game Central won't be
back in Nicholson Pavilion until
Jan. 9 when St. Martin's visits. The
'Cats next home game will be Dec.
21 at Eisenhower High School in
Yakima.

Swimmers splash past PLU
By TOM TOMASEK
Of the Campus Crier

Earth to roundball

Photo by Don Moe

Central's Keith Bragg looks tor two points as teammate Kelly Eutenier
waits for the rebound in recent basketball action. Deon Nicholson's Wildcats
won their first two games before bowing to tough NCAA Division I opponent
University of Portland 75-6 7 last Monday night. Seattle University invades
Nicholson Pavilion tonight for 7:30 p.m. clash.

CWU swim coach Bob Gregson
predicted the Nov. 20 meet against
Pacific Lutheran University at
PLU, would be one of their most
exciting dual meets of the season.
The meet was indeed exciting with
the Central men edging the Lutes
65-46 while the CWU women fell
short, losing 78-58.
The Wildcats will have a busy
weekend swimming at Lewis and
Clark Friday and Willamette
Saturday. "There will be very good
competition at Willamette with all
the top small colleges and some
major college swimmers there,"
said Gregson. "We will use the
weekend as a qualifying weekend
(for nationals)," added Gregson.
In their victory over PLU, the
men got outstanding performances
from John Lindquist, Jeff Leak,
Bob Kennedy and Paul Craig.
Lindquist served as an iron man
for Central winning the 1000 free,
200 butterfly and 500 free. Lindquist easily defeated his closest
rival, Tim Daheim, a 7th place
finisher at nationals last year, in
the 1000 and 500 freestyles.
In the 200 butterfly, Lindquist
struggled to defeat PLU's AllAmerican Mark Olson. The swimmers were side by side in the final
lap before Lindquist poured it on
with about 15 feet remaining. Lindquist finished in a time of 2:03.63
while Olson finished in 2:04.28.
After the meet Lindquist said,
"I'm happy with the way I swam
because I helped the team win and
I also defeated some very good opponents." Lindquist added, "I'm
tired."

Leak recorded a first place victory in the 200 free with a time of
1:50.85. "The time was three
seconds faster than he's ever
swam the race and it was a super
effort," said Gregson.
He was followed closely by Kennedy who finished in 1:51.61. The
two reversed places in the 200
backstroke with Kennedy picking
up first place for Central in 2: 06.35.
Leak had a time of 2:08.07.
In his opening race, Craig was
barely nipped by PLU's Olson in
the 200 individual medley. Craig
was just two-tenths of a second off
Olson's winning time of 2:03.31.
Craig's time of 2:03.51 was good
enough to qualify him for nationals.
Craig was involved in another
breathtaking race, only this time
he came out on top. He defeated
Alex Evans of PLU by three-tenths
of a second (49.32-49.62) in the 100

free.
Rob Gibb also earned a first
place spot for Central, his first for
the Wildcats, winning the diving
competition with 150.05 points.
Although the women did not fare
as well as the men, they did capture six events.
The women recorded their first
victory after three races with
Karolyn Cook winning the 100 free.
"She did an excellent job," said
Gregson.
Pam Ruggles started a string of
four consecutive victories for
CWU, winning the 50 yard
breaststroke in a time of 34.68. Her
win was followed by an outstanding performance by Laurie
Partch in the 100 yard butterfly.
Partch won the event in 1:02.78
which was close to the school
record of 1:02.00.
See SPLASH, Page 19

Two seniors make team
Two Central players have been
selected to CoSIDA's (Collegiate
Sports Information Director's)
District 8 College Division
Academic all-star team.
Rod Handley, a senior from East
Wenatchee (Eastmont High
School), and Paul Warmenhoven,
a senior from Kent (KentMeridian) earned first team
honors and now will be considered
for CoSIDA's Academic AllAmerican team.
Handley started at tight end for
the Wildcats. He caught five
passes for 69 yards and one
touchdown. He also caught the winning two-point conversion in a 15-14
defeat of Western Oregon.

Handley is an accounting major
at Central and plans to be a C.P.A.
Handley; , a former Central Investment Fund scholarship winner, is a
member of the Honor Society and
the Campus Crusade for Christ.
Warmenhoven ranked second in
tackles on the CWU squad with 71
from his defensive end slot. Last
year, he also finished second in
tackles with 72 while playing inside
linebacker.
Warmenhoven is a business administration major and plans to be
a computer programmer. He is the
president of the Business and
Economics Club at CWU and is
treasurerl of the Marketing Club.
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CWU harriers finish 7th
By G. SCOTT SPRUILL
Of the Camp!JS Crier

Central is on the map again. Sure
as the fall frost on our windshield,
the nation, as seen through the
finish chutes of NAIA cross country, realizes that Ellensburg is
much larger than Rand McNally
gives credit.
Central's seventh place finish ex• tends a streak of six top ten efforts
since 1970 and three in a row rom
1979. At Parkside, Wisconsin
Saturday, Central scored their
lowest national points ever with
211.

In the days of November,
Midwest weather can mean many
different conditions. At Parkside,
40 miles north of Chicago, it meant
them all.
A carpet of snow preceded the
8,000 meter (4.97 miles) course of
hills and dales and 25 was the
number. for degrees and wind
speed. Such conditions would send
sun belt teams to crying but not a
team from the Kittitas Valley or
the Rocky Mountains.
Colorado's Adam State swept
honors def ending 1980 titles.
Adams scored a convincing team
_ victory over local WisconsinLaCrosse 76-109 and Pat Porter
repeated the individual title · in a
fine 24:55.0 It was Adams fourth
crown in five years.
Simon Fraser, after sweeping
the district race with a perfect
score, placed rifth just 39 points
ahead of Central. Fraser and Central tied for fifth a year ago It
marks the second year District I
teams have placed in the top ten,
enabling three to qualify next year.
Eight-year Coach Spike Arlt
presided overn an elated 1981 edition of tradition. "The race conditions were really tough but it didn't
bother us as much as the others.
I'm really proud of them," he said.
Racing to peak performance,
Ted Mittlesteadt led the Central
black in 26th; Ted's best finish
ever and highest Wildcat finish
since 1977. Mittlesteadt's time of
26: 02 earned revenge on four of the
five Simon Fraser runners that
swept district and missed All-

Placing 65th in 26: 33, King is the
highest placing frosh Central has
ever had and one of the highest in
Saturday's race.
Senior Kent Hernandez rounded
out the scoring team placing 84th
in 26: 45. Hernandez finished 78th
last year.
·
Central's answer to strength was
a gap of only 43 seconds between
the scoring five. This effective
asset is what earned them the trip
with a gap of 35 ticks at district.
Mark Dails and Roger Howell placed 233rd and 282nd.
Central's emergence as a· national power in the previous fall
champiQnships will suffer little
loss of momentwn next year. The
Wildcats will lose leader Ted Mittelsteadt and Kent Hernandez but
the remainder of the team will
return.

Placing 65th in 26: 33, King is the
highest placing frosh Central has
ever had and one of the highest in
Saturday's race.
Senior Kent Hernandez rounded
out the scoring team placing 84th
in 26: 45. Hernandez finished 78th
last year.
Central' s answer to strength was
a gap of only 43 seconds between
the scoring five. This effective
asset is what earned them the trip
with a gap of 35 ticks at district.
Mark Dails and Roger Howell placed 233rd and 282nd.
Central's emergence as a national power in the previous fall
championships will suffer little
loss of momentum next year. The
Wildcats will lose leader Ted Mittelsteadt and Kent Hernandez but
the remainder of the team will
return.
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Kofstad, Grant top
I
award winners list
Senior linebacker Tim Kofstad ·the outstanding freshman award.
Kofstad led the team in tackles
(Woodland) and record-setting
pass receiver Mike Grant with 91 and tied for the lead in in(Tacoma - Olympic CC & Curtis terceptions with four. He was
H.S.) received the top awards at ' elected to the all-district and
. Evergreen Conference all-star
Central' s footbal dinner Monday.
Kofstad was elected honorary teams for the second straight year.
Grant, a junior wide receiver,
captain by his teammates and was
voted best tackler on the squad for set a CWu record with 645 pass
the second year in a row. Grant receiving yards. He caught 33
was named the most inspirational · passes, four for touchdowns and
earned all-Evergreen honors.
award winner.
Zenisek was voted to the allOffensive center Jeff Zenisek
(DeBois, Wyo. - Wenatchee district team and was second team
Valley) received the best blocker All-Evergreen. Nolan ranked seaward and running back Pat Nolan cond on the team in rushing with
(Vancouver - Evergreen) and 365 yards,including 234 in his final
defensive end Maurice Hanks two games, while hanks was
(Tacoma - Mt. Tahoma) shared credited with 42 tackles, including
six for losses.
Central finished the 1981 season
with a 6-3 record, its best since
'1973. Coach Tom Parry granted 46
players letters and all but 14 return
for another season.
Letter winners:
Fourth-year award - Steve
Azeltine, Rod Handley, C.D.
Hoiness, Paul Warmenhoven,
Marc Ingersoll.
Third-year award - Lance
Cedena, Tim Kofstad, Mark
Greenleaf, Don Willis, Dave
. Jaderlund.
Second-year award - Bill Beat.tie, Kurt Criscione, Tim DeGross,
Gerald Denman, Dennis Edwards,
Bruce Walker, Steve Peterson,
;Kevin Wickenhagen, Jeff 7.enisek,
·Chris Hart, Ted Huber, Doug
Houser, Paul Peerboom, Ted Jennesens, Karl Lillquist.

More than one way to lose

Photo by Tim Patrick

The CWU soccer club wound up its season last week against the alumni squad, playing to a 3-3 deadlock.
The Wildcat hooters enjoyed another S!JCCessful year finishing their league play with a 5-1 record, good
enough for a first place-tie with Whitworth. Despite knocking off Whitworth 1-0 for the league title, the
Wildcats were disqualified from participating in the NAIA playoffs because soccer is not a varsity sanctioned
sport at Central. The Wildcats were 7-4-1 overall.

· First-year award - Kermit
Adams, Rick Asher, Ken Bagley,
Mark Bannish, Quinn Baxter Jeff
Cardon, Bruce Cooke, Mike Edde,
Chris Elliot, Dan Finley, Kevin
Ridout, Paul Stoltenberg, Bob
Shaw, Wayne Sweet, Pat Nolan,
Frank Wood, Maurice Hanks, Greg
Kessel, Rich Mansfield, Gary
,Handley, Jay Kytle.

'Hoopsters short on experience
Experience is the biggest
obstacle facing the 1981-82 Central
Washington University women's
basketball team.
The Wildcats began a 28-game
schedule Wednesday, Dec. 2 at
Lacey against St. Martin's College.
CWU is at Wenatchee Valley College Dec. 8, then returns to
Ellensburg for its home opener
Dec. 11 against Boise State.
Coach Dorothy Purser has only ·
one player returning off last year's
team - reserve guard Lorna
Beaver. Beaver, a national qualifying javelin thrower, averaged 4. 7
points a game. The remainder of
the 1981 squad, which won 11 of 26
games, either graduated or elected
not to return. ·
Purser will rely on a good group
of transfers and freshmen. Top
prospects include guard Jill
Brown, who transferred from the
College of Idaho; center Regina
Kinzel, a transfer from Wenatchee
Valley; and freshmen Diane Tobin
from Tenino and a graduate of Ketchikan High School (Alaska).
"We don't have much height so
we will need to rely on our
quickness," Purser, beginning her
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16th seasori at CWU said. "We are
extremely quick and I think we
have pretty good shooters.''
Purser's biggest worry right now
is the team's lack of familiarity
with each other. "We are all so new
it will take us a while to learn to
work together as a unit."
Kinzel will probably draw the
starting nod at center. "She moves
well for her size (5-10) and she
shoots well,'' Purser said.

Laura Buskala, a 5-4 frosh from
Oak Harbor, and Luckman (5-8)
are rated the top forwards. Beaver
(5-6), Brown (5-3) and Tobin (5-6)
will see duty at the guard positions.
With no one over 5-10, rebounding will be a key for the 'Cats.
"We are small but I think our little
people can outjump some taller
ones," Purser said. "We've been
working hard on blocking out."

Attention SUB staff:

Myrtlewood
- ,,,_,,.-~,,

and many other fine gift items
Sincere appreciation goes to the whole staff at the SUB for the 14
years of wonderful working relationships. A special thanks goes to all of
you who contributed to a very thoughtful retirement party and gift. A
most sincere thanks.

Clint and LaVerne Noyes

.~Watch llep1ir
•Special lli111 DHi1ni111
•Ill repairs llant an premi1H
•lo •11batitutlon far 11parienc.•
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Matrnen open season with sp-l it
Central'opened its 1981-82 wrestl- '.
ing campaign Friday dividing a .
pair 'of freestyle dual meets with ·
Simon Fraser and the University :
of British Columbia.
Nick Kiniski decisioned CWU's
Larry Hooper 9-0 in the
heavyweight bout to give the
Clansmen a 25-21 vistory. The
'Cats bounced back to crush
British Columbia 38-12 as Hedj
Nelson at 142, Richard Esparza at
158 and Pete Vandervalde at 190
posted pins.
Nelson also scored a pin against
Simon Fraser. He and hart were
CWU's only double victors.
Central is entered in the Simon
Fraser University Invitational today. Other teams entered include
Washington State, Portland State,
Pacific, Pacific Lutheran,
Washington, Simon Fraser,
Calgary and British Columbia.
Coach Eric Beardsley's grapplers will be tough in the lower
weights and will be better than last
year in the upper weights. 'We will
be very strong through the first
five weights," Beardsley said.
"And we have most of our people
returning in the upper weights so
we should be improved.''
Top contenders for national
honors will be 142-pound senior
C.D. Hoiness (Longview) and
150-pound senior Richard Esparza
(Grandview). Hoiness, who is
recovering from a football injury,
put together a 10-match winning
streak near the end of last season
and finished with a 19-7 record,
earning second place in the national tournament.
Esparza also represented CWU
at nationals~ losing his first match
to finish with a 12-9 record.
The 'Cats have depth and quality
at 118, 126 and 134 pounds. At 118
pounds, Grg Hart returns for his
senior season and will get strong
competition from freslunan Robin
MacAlpine (Chugiak, Alaska) and
University of Washington transfer
Bill Hoglund (Sr., Sumner).

At 126 pounds the 'Cats
graduated two-time All-America
Ronald Ellis, but Cliff Foster (Sr.,
Tacoma - Franklin-Pierce)
returns. MacAlpine might also
move up a weight and wrestle at
126.
At 134 the 'Cats have two proven
grapplers. Charlie Hicks was the
No. 1 wrestler last year and compiled a 7-4 record before being
sidelined with an elbow injury.
Kelly Willard (Jr., Cowiche Grays Harbor) then took over for
Hicks (Jr., Prosser - CBC) and
compiled a 9-7 record, finishing
third in the District_1-2 meet.
In the upper weights, Corey Cook
returns at 158, two-year lettermen
Norm Charouhas is back at 177 and
Rick Elstrom returns at 190. Larry
Hooper is the incumbent at
heavyweight.
Cook (Sr., Postville, Iowa)
became eligible at mid-season and
won three of eight matches.
Charouhas (Sr., Kirkland - Lake
Washington) compiled a 6-13
record, while Hooper (Sr.,
Bellevue - Interlake) was 3-5 in
the unlimited class.
For the early season matches,
Beardsley said he may move
Esparza up to 158 and wrestle Cook
at 167. Greg Farley, a sophomore
transfer from PLU, could eventually fill the 167-pound slot, but
the Marysville_ - Pilchuk grad
won't be eligible until Jan. 12.
Top newcomers in additon to
Hoglund and Farley include Hedj
Nelson, a 142-pound transfer from
Grays Harbor and Lynnwood, and
Doug Stevens (Puyallup), a
190-pound frosh.
Beardsley got a preview look at
his squad last weekend in an open
freestyle tournament at Pacific
Lutheran University. Esparza,
wrestling at 158, won six straight
matches for first place. Dereck
Smith, a redshirt freshman from
Seattle's Lincoln High . School,
finished second at 150 pounds with
a 5-1 mark. MacAlpine with a 3-2
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Dave Ball
Brian Billups
Mik Buechel
John Cavanaugh
Norm Charouhas••
Corey Cook•
Eric Coston
Craig DePretto
Rick Elstrom
Richard Esparza*
Greg Farley
Cliff Foster
Charles Gate
Chris Goin
Kevin Hamm
Greg Hart••
Charlie Hicks•
Bill Hoglund
C.D. Hoiness***
Larry Hooper
John Jones
Bob Loomis Jr.
Myron Lucas
Joe Maguire
Pat Maguire
Hedj Nelson
Eric Nostrand
Pat Possanza
Dereck Smith
Todd Smith
Ward Smith
Douglas Stevens
Duque Upton
Pete Vandervalde
Ron West
Robert Whidbey
Kelly Willard*

/,ul

~~~~~
A)~~(,u)

118
150
177
150
190
158
177
158
190
150
167
126
190
158
134
.118
134
126
142
UNL
158
142
158
190
167
142
126
118
150
177
142
190
158
190
150
158
134

Fr
So
Fr
Fr
Sr
Sr
Fr
So
Jr
Sr
So
Sr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Sr
Jr
Sr
Sr
Sr
So
Fr
Fr
Jr
Fr
Jr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Jr

~

Simon Fraser 25, Central 21

118- Greg Hart (CWU) d. Ran. dy Henderson, 6-0
126 - Robin MacAlpine (CWU)
pinned Tony Costa, 0:50
134- Bill McCrae (SFU) pinned
Kelly Willard, 5: 30
142 - Hedj Nelson (CWU) pinned Pat Pine, 3: 50
150 - Rick Dove (SFU) d.
Dereck Smith, 9-0
158- Corey Cook (CWU) d. Arno
Kelly, 5-1
167 - Tony Ramsey (SFU) pinned John Jones, 5:00
177 - Chris Rinke (SFU) d.
Richard Esparza, 15-0
190 - Rick Elstron ( CWU d.
Steve Marshall, 6-3
UNL - Nick Kiniski (SFU) d.
Larry Hooper, 9-0

Bellevue (Interlake
So. Chinook (Ilwaco)
Shelton
Oak Harbor
Kirkland (Lake Washington)
Postville, Iowa (Dana)
Auburn (Enumclaw)
Tacoma (Franklin-Pierce)
Issaquah
Grandview (CBC)
Marysville (Pilchuk)
Tacoma (Franklin-Pierce)
Olympia (Capitol)
Washugal
Fort Campbell, Kentucky
Fall City (Mount Si)
Prosser (CBC)
Sumner (UW)
Longview (R.A. Long)
Bellevue (Interlake)
Olympia
Chelan
Selah
Tenino (South Kitsap)
Tenino
Lynnwood (Grays Harbor)
Bellevue (Interlake)
Bellevue (Interlake)
Seattle (Lincoln)
Danbury, Ct.
Puyallup
Puyallup
Bothell (Tolt)
Gig Harbor
Seattle (Ballard)
Seattle (Chief Sealth)
Cowiche (Grays Harbor)

2~

~

~~~--.....·~J
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Last week~s
results

1981-82 grapplers

Happy Holidays
f(J

Washington State Championships
at Ellensburg; Feb. 19-20
District 1-2 at Salem.

record and Hooper with a 2-1 mark Washington State; Jan.14- Chico
earned third places. John State; Jan. 16 - at Pacific
Cavanaugh, another redshirt Lutheran tournament; Jan. 20 freslunan from Oak Harbor, won Eastern Washington; Jan. 22 - at
four of six bouts to take fourth Big Bend; Jan. 29 - at Pacific;
place at 150 pounds.
Jan. 29 - at Portland State; Jan.
CWU's schedule: Dec. 5 - at 30 - at Portland State tournaGrays Harbor tournament; Dec. 12 ment; Feb. 5 - at North Idaho;
- at Eastern Washington tourna- Feb. 6. - at Eastern Washington;
Feb. 10- Portland State; Feb 12 ment; Jan. 6 - Oregon; Jan. 7 Evergreen State; Jan. 9 - at Simon Fraser; Feb. 13 -

'\.,i-

Central 38, British Columbia 12
118 - Hart (CWU) d. Dave
Grant, 9-1
126 - Rob Jones (UBC) d. Cliff
Foster, 9-3
134 - Martin Sleave (UBC) pinned Willard, 2:50
142 - Nelson ( CWU) pinned
Steve Dimos, 4: 40
150- John Cavanaugh (CWU) d.
Francis Lauer, 15-2
158 - Esparza ( CWU) pinned
Bob O'Neil, 3:54
167 - John Jones (CWU) won
forfeit
177 - Corey Cook (CWU) won
forfeit
190 - Pete Vandervalde (CWU)
pinned Rav Gillt, 2: 59
UNL - George Richey (UBC) d.
Hooper, 6-0
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, Christensen fades at nationals
By TOM TOMASEK
Of the Campus Crier

Carol Christensen, Central's lone
representative in the women's national cross country championship
at Pocatello, Idaho Nov. 21, ended
her season with a 106th place
finish, covering the course in 20: 39.
It was Christensen's second
straight appearance at nationals.
Last year she fared better,
finishing in 84th place in Seattle.

altitude bothered me but I don't
feel like I did my best," said
Christensen.
Patsy Sharples, of the University
of Idaho, successfully defended her
national title, blazing the trail in
17: 34, a course record.
The University of utah captured
the team title with 66 points. Air
Force finished second with 85
points and was followed by Region
9 champion, Seattle Pacific
University with 101 points.

Although she did not place well,
Coach Jan Boyungs felt
Christensen ran well. ''Out of 250
runners that started the race, only
about 180 finished. The course was
pretty challenging and Carol did a
good job running it," said
Boyungs. ,
Christensen admitted the course
was a tough, hilly course, but she
felts she could have ran in better.
"At the beginning of the race I was
a little tight. I don't know if the

Central Washington University

Thanks to Tim Hopper's great
guesswork in the final week of the
Crier's pigskin picks, the guest
guesser finished ahead of all the
regulars for the season with a
105-55 season record.
H:opper picked 19 winners, missing only on the Atlanta-Minnesota
Monday night game of a week ago.
Hopper's record, incidentally, was
the best of anyone for the season.
Bob Guptill, the Crier's first guest
guesser, Joe Perdue and Tom
Tomasek, both regulars, turned in
17-3 records during the season for
the second best weekly marks.
Perdue finished first among the
regulars, nudging out Ted
because we won't get many inside "Z-Man" Zurcher in the final
week. Perdue picked 17 winners to
shots," she concluded.
With her confidence, it's evident finish with a 103-57mark while Zurwe'll be hearing more from Lorna cher went 15-5 the final week to
finish at 102-58.
Beaver during the season.
Alan Anderson, the Crier's
managing editor, finished fourth

joys playing forward but she said
that she's too small to play a totally forward position.
Basketball is not the only sport
Beaver participates in, however.
Track also plays an important part
in her life. She placed fourth in the
javelin event at the State "B"
track meet her junior and senior
years in high school. Last year as a
sophomre! at CWU, she won
regionals and then represented
Central in the javelin event at the
national track meet in Pennsylvania. "I didn't throw well at
nationals," she explained. "I hope
to do a lot better this year."
After finishing her career at Central, Beaver, a PE major, plans on
going into coaching at the high
school level.
In commenting about this year's
Wildcat squad, she explained that
the most important factor in having a good season is to have team
confidence. "We have to have confidence in our outside shots
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Pickers finish with flurry;
guest guesser takes first

Beaver heads womens b-ball
The young Central Womens
basketball team will be looking for
i!J leadership from an experienced
teammate this season. That person
is CWU junior Lorna Beaver.
Beaver has been playing basketball since the seventh grade. She
played all four years at South Bend
High School. Her team did well,
placing in the State "B" Tournament her last two years. Beaver
has played for the Central squad
since her freshman year.
According to Beaver, this year's
squad is at a disadvantage regarding height and experience. "We
have no seniors on the team," she
said. "It's a very young and inexperienced team." Beaver hopes
the team will season a bit as the
year goes on. "We're playing well
together right now," she added,
"We don't have any ball hogs."
Beaver has mostly played guard
in the past, but this year she has
been assigned a small forward/ guard type position. She en-
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overall with a 97-63 record while
Tomasek and Matt McGillen, the
Crier's illustreous edito~ finished
last at 9fH>4. McGillen, who is also
a high school sports correspondent
to the Yakima Herald-Republic,
managed a last place finish in the
Herald's football forecast as well.
Good job, Matty. Is that a first?

Nicholson picked
for committee
Central basketball coach Dean
Nicholson has been selected to the
National Association of Basketball
Coaches' Hall-of Fame committee.
Nicholson will serve as an at-large
representative.
Nicholson is in his 18th year at
the hehn of the Wildcats and needs
just 13 victories this winter to
reach the 400-win plateau.

s·plash ===Fr=om=Pa=ge=l=6
Jennifer Minnich claimed first in
diving with a total of 137.8 points
and Celeste Robischon ended Central' s streak with a winning time of
25.11 in the 50 yard freestyle.
Cook picked up her second victory, Central' s last, in the 50 yard
butterfly. Cook finished in 29.43.
In the final event for the women,
Robischon led off the 200 yard
freestyle relay with a school
record setting performance in the
50 yard freestyle. Robischon
covered the 50 in 24.8 breaking the
old mark of 25.27 that she set in
Central's opening season meet at
Idaho.

FINALS WEEK STUDY
CENTER
DECEMBER 7, 8, 9, 10
SUB CAFETERIA
6-11 p.m.

FREE COFFEE AND TEA
CO SPONSORED BY CWU ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION

Relating to college football .... in 1971 what
did 1-2-3 = BIG 8 stand for?
..t

For everything under your tree, shop Berry's this Christmas. Let our
excellent staff help you select the perfect gift. Shop now through
December 5th.
.

Open Friday 9:30·9 p.m . , Saturday 9:30-5:30, Sunday 12-5

I

Entire Stock

Luggage

Warm

~

253to 403 off
This handsome
luggage by
American
Tourister is built
to last. Rugged molded ·
shell or soft side
has features to
resist scuffs & stai~.
Shop early for
Christmas

WINTER

Flannel Shirts
A favorite for
casual wear and
warmth. A perfe,t
Christmas gift.
Reg. 11.00 to 13.00

r

)

flow 8.88to
10~88Ea.

I~·; ..-------------------------------=---~~'·..''~-------------------------
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Always Free Gift Wrap
Bankcards Welcome
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,~Scrounging' helps
tightening budgets
Keeping an industrial and
technical teaching facility equipped with the latest in machinery
and supplies is an endless race to
keep up with the latest advances in
the state of the art, and an endless
strain on a tight budget. ·
So Galer "Bo" Beed, chairman
of the T & IE department at Central has turned to "creative acquisitions," most often called
"scrounging" by his colleagues.
Beed can only be called the consummate shopper, using appropriated funds to their best advantage by shopping around and
finding excellent buys, rebuilt
items, surplus machinery and
equipment no longer wanted or
needed by other state agencies, by
Northwest industries or manufacturing concerns.
In addition tp keeping his ear to
the ground for what's on the
market or sitting unused in someone else's shop, Beed also actively seeks the support of the people who have vested interest in his
instructional program - the firms
who employ his graduating
students.
While companies receive a
healthy tax break in surplussing
unused equipment, they also
benefit by seeing it used · in
teaching their next round of new
employees the skills needed to join
their labor force.
Whether Beed is showing visiting
high school students around the extensive wood, metal, power,
plastics or graphics laboratories in
Hogue Technology Building, escorting VASiting industry officials or
other campus visitors, he is sure to
point out in every lab the pieces of
" donated" equipment or to recall
the bargain-basement prices he
paid for some sizeable machine or
instrument.
Beed's success in acquiring instructional equipment and
machinery is attributable to more
than his being a shrewd horse
trader and an aggressive beggar,
though.
Central's technology graduates
have carved themselves a valued
place in the Northwest
marketplace as sure, steady products, so employers see supplying
CWU's department witn equipment as a realistic investment in
their own future.
Beed's technology faculty colleagues share his fine eye for a
bargain, bringing in their share of
training equipment and materials,
as well. This month, Dr. Robert
Envick, major advisor for
Central's industrial distribution
technology program, received
more than $7 ,000 in valuable nuts
and bolts used for student
laboratory work in power distribution.
The five pallets of hydraulic,
pneumatic and mechanical power
equipment components were
donated to the Central program by
Pow ~r..J'ransmission Products.
The·-r,,. ~land firm is the largest
industrial distribution firm in the
Northwest, Envick said.
.
PTP executive George \'t'n..:? n ·
contacted Envick this fall, after he
read a feature article about Central' s industrial distribution program in the national trade
magazine
"Industrail
Distribution," spotlighting the
Ellensburg program as one of nine
U.S. schools training students for
careers in industrail sales and ser-

•
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vices.
Envick said the national
magazine exposure has also
resulted in inquiries from industrail firms in New York and
Massachusetts, interested in interviewing CWU seniors this year.

Softcore
No.' 5 set
Saturday
Central's Alcohol Awareness
Committee is stamping down on irresponsible drinking.
To demonstrate that social
gatherings can be spirited without
the use of spirit-filled drinks, the
student committee will sponsor a
"soft-core" party Saturday,
December 5, from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
at Frazzini's Pizza Place in
Ellensburg. Community members
are welcome to participate.

Follow-up

Barter Connection growing
Compiled from staff reports

The Barter Connection, a
volunteer-run, non-profit organization which arranges trades of
goods and services for its
members, is growing within its
limited office space in the building
that used to hous Jerrol's Annex. It
now has 122 members compared
with just 89 members as recently
as Oct. 1.
Another new feature at the
Barter Connection is Patty Rutz, a
senior aide who started working at
the beginning of October.
Both Rutz and Marjorie Anderson, coordinator of the program,
attribute much of the service's suecess to high unempioyment rates.
··1 think. people get laid off, and
when they don't have the cash,
they're goint to turn more and

more to trading," Rutz said. "Think of it as a charge
Anderson agreed, but added the account,'' she explained. Like a
Barter Connection attracts a charge account, credits or debits of
varied clientele. _
bartering units may be left on acShe said the members, whose count for future trades.
talents range from downhill skiing
"It's a kind of concept a lot of
to dental hygiene disease control,
people need some practice getting
are a cross-section of senior
citizens, students and businesses. used to," Anderson said. "But I
feel really pleased with the trades
"This is away people can inwe've helped people to complete."
crease their real income," AnderThe Barter Connection will have
son said.
Set up last June as a VISTA pro- the opportunity to help even more
ject, the Barter Connection uses a people complete even more trades
system of trade with barter units. at a Jan. 16 swap meet set for the
The units, charged out at the value American Legion Hall. According
of $1 each, may be applied to direct to Rutz, there will be plenty of door
or indirect trades, according to prizes as well as plenty of swaps to
be made.
Anderson.
She said that dire~t trades are
Office hours vary, but the Barter
transactions between two people, Connection is open every weekday.
while indirect trades involve more . They may be reached at a 24-hour
than two.
telephone number, 925-9761.

ATTENTION
If you're looking at this ad so are 5,000 other people. Crier
ads work. Call 963-1026 for more information

Featured at the quarterly event
will be CWU students musicians,
pinball and pool. Non-alcoholic
drinks such as the "Lime Lush,"
"Jungle Jive" and "Banana Boat"
will be served at 40 cents each, and
all 13-inch two-item pizzas, excluding take-outs, will be $4.
The active CWU ·Alcohol
Awareness Committee, advised by
Dick Meier, CWU assistant dean of
students, provides educational information on the use of alcohol to
the students living on campus in
residence halls.
Karl Klimek, student committee
coordinator, said: " The students in
the halls have expressed concern
for Central's image, an image of
alcohol abuse on campus. Softc:ore
is a good chance to start chewing
away at that image."
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Ski Gloves ·

250/o

off

Ski Parkas

400/o

off .

...,.
Garmont Arpege Ladies sm.oo
Garment Optilite Ladies 1100.00
Garmont Astra Ladies
Garmont GT Mens
Garmont Ultralite Mens
Dolomite Titan Mens
Dolomite R 80 _ _

Sii.DO
UOJ .00
1111.00
1150.00

Sale

'89"
'59"
'59"
'119"
'99"
1990
$8495

5110.00

According to Klimek, Central
has one of the best individual
alcohol programs among Northwest colleges. The NACURH, a
national council of university
residence halls, has invited CWU
to present its alcohol awareness
program at the national convention next spring, in Whitewater,
Wisconsin.
The counter-cocktail is only one
method by which the committee
conveys the concept of responsible
drinking. Committee presentations
focus on behavior problems
associated with alcohol use, rather
that problems of the alcoholic.
They · feature guest speakers,
clarify group values and discuss
myths and facts concerning
alcohol abuse. Student members
have presented their program at
Thorp High School and hope to continue presentations at other area
high schools.
The committee, sponsored by the
CWU Student Residence Hall .
Council, meets Thursdays at 3: 30 !
p.m. in the Samuelson Union
Building' g Ka chess Room. All
faculty, students and community
members are encouraged to attend. Those interested my contact
Karl Klimek at 963-1515.

Trail Trtmblant Skis
lrt11 Boots (Limited Si111)
PolH
Mounted
Special

,.,.

,io1·'"

Ski Rentals
Down Hill
by the day or
. by the season
also

*
*
*
*
*
**

*
*
**

GloYIS
Hats
Scarfs
Long Johns
Poles
Ski Carriers
Car Racks
Earmuffs

Socks
loon Boots
Ski Wax

*
*
*
*
*
**

**

*
*

llrlon Wallets
Backpacks
Turtlenecks
Athletic Bags
Grm Shorts
Hackr Sacks
liCJCIH
Ill Bikes
Exercise Bikes
Ski Bibs
Running Gear

s1499s
*
*
*
**
**

Basketballs
I Backboards
lloHltr Shoe
Laces
T. Shirts I
Transfers
Tennis Equip.
Racketball
Equip.
Jogging Suits
Weight Equip.
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By CAROLYN LEHMANN
Of the Campus Crier

No more
transcript
freebies

· For the price of two Big Macs, a
student can get a copy of -his
transcript sent ' anYwhere in the
United States.
Previously free, sending a
transcript will now cost $3 for the
first copy and $2 for every copy
ordered along with the first, according to Registrar Lou Bovos. Over
the counter copies, whether official
or unofficial, are now $2 apiece.
The new fees were installed Tusday, Dec. i.
The transcript fees, said Bovos,
were established as part of the proposed budget cuts in the universi-

Central Washington University

ty, translating into $56,000 for a
10.1 percent cut in the registrar's
office. "Because we had to cut
back we had to do something to offset the cost," Bovos said.
The new fees will · bring ~in an
estimated $50,000 additional
',
revenue, he said.
A mid-morning bomb threat
The fees will go toward meeting
expenses in preparing and mailing forced the evacuation of Edison
the transcripts, continued Bovos, Hall Nov. 24, according to Al
who estimated that the office Teeples, chief of campus security.
The threat, phoned in at 10:55
received between 25,000 and 30,000
requests per school year. With the Tuesday morning, turned out to be
addition of ttie fees, Bovos said, the . a· false alarm. "The guy (caller)
nUIDber of unnecessary requests said he was mad at his professor,"
might decrease when students and that the . bomb, supposedly
realize they have to pay for each situated on the third floor, was set
. to go off at 11 :20 a.m. Teeples said.
copy.
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Bomb t-h reat forces
evacuation of .Edison
A 15 minute search of the
· building by Teeples and two of his
men produced nothing.
The threat marks the second this
·quarter, according to Teeples, who
said that the first occured two
weeks ago when a female caller
stated shew had planted a bomb in
the ·Language and Literature
building. No bomb was found, and
the tiui!din~ was not .evacuated.

-W inter quarter class schedule.changes
Changes

The following Is a partial . list of the class

(

schedule additions -and deletions for_. winter quarter
1982~

A . complete list will be available at registration.

Bldg, rm
Inst
Time
Rm, inst
Bldg, rm
Time, bldg,
rm
Rm
Time, bldg,
rm
Time
Day, time
Inst
Title

CHANGES IN COURSE

Changes

Crse. II

Seq.II

~FFERINGS---------WINTER,

Time

Title

Cr.

1982

' Days

Bldg/Rm

Inst.

Ftnt.

**************************************** ADDED CLASSES *****************************************
A<ld
Add
Add
A9d
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

ACCT
AHSC
DR
ENG
ENG
EXST
FR
FR
GEOL
GERM
HIST
LE S
MATH
MATH
MATH
MGT
. MGT

493
499
330
212
301
110
151
152
350
152
450
360
130. l
260
272.1
471
489
HGT 492
ML S 101
ML S 210
ML S 311
MUS
HUS
MUS
HUS
MUS
MUS
MUS
MUS
MUS
HUS
MUS
MUS
MUS
MUS
MUS
MUS
PEID
PHIL
POSC
SP&A

292
292
292
371.J
440
490
492
492
492
499
522
523
592
592
592
599
136
398
101
555

3
3

4
3
4
2
5
5
3
5
3

s
5
5
3

3
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
2
3
1--15
1
2
3
3
3
3
1
2

3
3
1
3
5
3

Practice in Account Arr
Medicine in Making
2:00/ 2:50
Theatre Mgmt
9:00/ 9:50
Short Story Writ
2 :00/ 2: 50
English Composition 10:00/10:50
Coll Surv Skills
2:00/ 2:50
First Yr French-Lev I 9:00/ 9:50
First Yr French-Le II 9:00/ 9:50
Northwest Geology
3:30/ 4:50
First Yr German
10:00/10:50
Resch NW History
12:00/12:50
Leisure & Freedom
2:00/ 2:50
Finite Hath I
1:00/ 1:50
Sets & Logic
1:00/ 1:50
Hultivariable Cal
8:00/ 8:50
Small Bus Mgmt
2:00/ 3:20
BuSiness Po).icy
11:00/11:50
Small Bus Consult
Arr
The Army Officer
9:00/ 9:50
Mil Sci & Tact II
10:00/10:50
Mil Sci & Tact III
8:00/ 8:50
3:00/ 4:50
Accomp Practicum
Arr
Arr
Accomp Practicum
Arr
Accomp Practicum
Arr
Synthesized
1:00/ 1:50
Analytical Tech II
Cont Field Exp
Arr
Arr
Accomp Practicum
Arr
Accomp Practicum
Arr
Accomp Practicum
9:00/ 9:50
Sem: Baroque Mus
9:00/ 9: 50
Adv Orchestration
10:00/10:50
Adv Composition
Arr
Accomp Practicum
Arr
Accomp Practicum
· Accomp Practicum
Arr
9:00/ 9:50
Sern: Baroque Mus
Pickleball/Racquetbl 10:00/10: 50
1 :00/ 1: 50
Phil of Ecology
10:00/10:50
Intr Pol/Pol Sci
11:00/11:50
Medical Audiology

Arr
MWF

MTWF
TTH
MWF
TTH
MTWTHF
MTWTHF
TTH
MTWTHF
MTWTHF
MWF

MTW'l'HF
MTWTHF
MTWTHF
MW
MWF-

Arr
MW
TTH
MTTH
TH
. Arr
Arr
Arr
Arr
MWF
Arr
Arr
Arr
Arr
MWF
MWF
MWF
Arr
Arr
Arr
MWF

TTH
MTTH
MTWTHF
MWF

Arr
DEAN
MAUD
L&L
PSYB
L&L
DEAN
L&L
LIND
BLCK
L&L
EDSN
LIND
LIND
LIND
L&L
EDSN
Arr
PTSN
PTSN
PTSN
PTSN
Arr
Arr
Arr
Arr
HRTZ
Arr
Arr
Arr
Arr
HRTZ
HTRZ
HRTZ
Arr
Arr
Arr
HRTZ
NPAV
INSB
PSYB
BLCK

241
110
307
257
213
353
213
103
208
221
308
211
209
209
243
302
1010
107
lOlD
107

120

104
102
102

104
204
112
256
210

Staff
Lowe
Smith
Garrison
Vifian
Padilla 02
Carne
Golden
Bentley
Carne
Smith
Stubbles
Gamon
Eberly
Anderson
Mc Giffin
Danton
Fairburn 02
Caesar
Allen
Caesar
Staff
Staff
02
Staff
02
Staff
02
Strong
02
Strong
Staff 02, 32, 33
Staff
02
Staff
02
Staff
02
Eickhoff
Strong
Strong
02
Staff
02
Staff
02
Staff
Eickhoff
Beardsley
Keller
Yee
Franzen

************************************************************************************************
Footnotes:
02
32
33

By Permission
F~rms completed bef.o re registration

Grades will be S or U

Changes

Crse. If

Seq.II

********* DELETED CLASSES *********
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delet·e
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete

ACCT
ART
ART
ART
ART
BISC
BISC
CHEM
ET S
. ET S
FL T
FR
GEOL
GERM
GERM
HIST
M ME
MATH
MATH
MATH
MGT
MGT
MKT
MUS
MUS
MUS
MUS
PETS
SP&A
SP&A
SPAN

430
101
314
337
470
104
413
182
121
373
323
151
298
151
152
452
321
130. l
260
272.1
380
482
463
340
522.2
523.2
550
116
255
557.B
151

5016
5148
5173
5180
5209
5273
5285
5416
5872
5895
5968
6002
6059
6079
6081
6145
6407
6477
6502
6504
6567
6576
6609
6734
6818
6819
6824
7034
7402
7437
7456

Crse. If

Seq.If

Days

Time

Title

Cr.

Bldg/Rm

Inst.

Ftnt.

********************************************* CHANGES **********************************************

Time
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Time,ins,rm
Inst
Time, day
Days
Days
Days
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Time, rm,
instr
Time, hldg,
rm, inst

Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Day, bldg,
rm
Time, bldg,
rm, inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Time
Inst
Room
Days
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Inst
Time
Time
Time, 1"111
Time, days,
bldg, rm,
fntn
Time, days,
bldg, rm,
fntn
Inst
Inst
Inst
Bldg, rm
Inst
Time, bldg,
rm
Time, days,
bldg, rm
Time, bldg,
rm, inst
Time, fntn

ACCT
ACCT
ACCT
ACCT
ACCT

251
251
251
252
252

ACCT 346
ACCT 351

SHSM l03

5000
5001
5002
5003
5004
l

ACCT 460
AFRO 402
AFRO 402

Norton
9:00/ 9:50
SHSM 103 Richardson
SHSM 104
DEAN 102
SHSM 224

9:00/ 9:50

5007
5009
5018
5053
5054

(lecture)
(lab)

BLCK 106

11 :00/11 :SO
12:30/ 1 :45
6:00/ 8:45* T
2:00/ 4:50 T

Staff

ART
ART
ART
CHEM
CHEM
CHEM
CHEM
CHEM
CHEM
CHEM
COM
DR
DR
DR
ENG
ENC
ENG
ENG

101
5147
5182
347
450
5204
112
5409
'
112.1 5410
112. l 5411
312
5420
312 .1 5421
362
5422
362. l 5423
375
5453
243
5563
269
5565
362
5569
5794
101
101
5795
101
' 5802
101
5803

ENG

140

5808

9:00/ 9:50

L&L

24 7 Canedo

ENC 141
ENG 301
ENG 301
ENG 301
ENG 301
.ENG 310
ENG 361
ENG . 430

5809
5821
5825
5827
5828
5829
5834
5838

1 :00/ l :SO

L&L

236 Rinehart

EXST llO

5917

FIN
FL T
FL T
FL T
FL T
FL T
FL .T
GEOL
GEOL
GEOL
GEOL
GEOL
GEOL

241
250
253
254
375
452
455
145.1
145.1
145.1
370
440
450

5921
5956
5957
5958
5969
5971
597).
6044
6045
6046
6061
6069
6071

L6J
LE S
LE S
LE S
LE S
LE S
LE S
LE S
MME
M ME
MME

348
207
215
350
410
450
480
481
241
347

Metal smithing
10:00/11:50
Lygre
Dietrich
Dietrich
Gaines
Gaines
DEAN 354 Hasbrouck
Hasbrouck

10:00/10:-50
1:00/ 1:50

MTTHF
MTWTH1'' ·
MTWTHF

TTH
Powell
Guilland
James
James

Smith
Powell
Garrison
Carrison
King
Blanton
He rum
M

8:00/ 8:50

INSB 112
L&L 243

Ball
Fuchs
Samuelson
Samuelson
OuFault
Fuchs
Fuchs
. Staff
·staff
Staff

(lab) 1:00/ 3:30
Staff
(lec t ure) LIND 212
. (lab) LIND 212
TWTHF

?70

6338
6360
. 6361
6378
6379
6380
6381
6382
6404
6408
6410

MME 468

6413

10:00/10:_50 _ F

_BULN : 234

MME
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH

6414
6475
6479
6.4 80
6481
6483

10:00/10': 50

BULN 234

MATH 265

6503

1 :00/ 1 :SO

MGT

435

6574

2:00/ 3:50

MGT
MUS

489
277

6577
6719

Time, fntn

MUS

477

6793

Time, fntn

MUS

577

6846

1:00/
7:00/
3:45/
7:00/
3:45/
7:00/
3:45/

MUS

SP&A

589
136
116
116
494
499
107
459
232

6849
7011
7033
7035
7307
7314
7335
7371
7401

SP&A
SPAN
SPAN
T IE
T IE

479
458
461
271
44 4

7415
7467
7468
7528
7546

Inst
Inst
Days
Days
Fntn
' Fntn
Inst
Inst ·
Days
Time, day,
rm, inst
Inst
Rm, inst
: Inst
Inst

PEID
PETS

PETS
S ED
S ED

soc
soc

468
130.1
130.2
161
·161
163.1

Footnotes:
90 : Additional lab time to be arranged

*

Evenin g Class

Stubbles
Jenison
Jenison
Stubbles
Stubbles
Vance
Jenison
12:00/ 1:50
9:00/ 9:50
2:00/ 2:50

BLCK 208

F

90

90
Martin
Dean
Hasbrouck

BLCK 102
Staff

2:20
9 : 30*
5:15
9:30*
5:15
9:30*
5:15

SHSM 104
TTH

SHSM 229
SHSM 323 Mueller

M
WTH

Delete

H

Delete

WTH
M
WTH

Delete
, White
Lacey

MW
MW

Delete
Delete
Dugan
Benson
(lecture) MWTH
(lab) F
2:00/ 3:50

TTH

BULN 227AWensley
Martin
L&L 236 Martin
(lab) Yoxtheimer
Lovell

1

'
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'Effective, committed,' Donald
Broughton honored at reception
Administration, faculty, staff mitted to our university and in his
and conununity leaders turned out quiet way, he is a very effective
at a reception Nov. 20 honoring trustee."
Don Broughton, retiririg member
Helmi Habib, director of advisof the CWU Board of Trustees. ing, echoed Garrity's views. "He
Brougnto.n, who was appointed-to (Broughton) has a quiet conthe board by then-Governor Dixy fidence . . . he doesn't say much,
Lee Ray in 1977 and who was but when he did say something it
electedi·shairman this :year, was was something you really better
replac~d by Gov. Spellmanlisten to. We owe him a lot."
nominated Robert Case)!.
Ed Harrington, vice president of
"I really hate to seem him leave student affairs, said in view of
the Board of Trustees from a per- Broughton's retirement of the
sonal point,'' Central - President board, "I don't want to use the
Donald Garrity told the 'Crier. "He word sad, but it is a feeling of
is not simply interested; he is com- __sincere regret . . . I would like to

see him stay on the board but that
is the way it is."
Similar sentiments were voiced
throughout the reception, with
Garrity swnming up the situation
in a short speech in Broughton' s
honor. "This is not the end; Don is
still going to work with us at the
University and he is going to stay a ·
part of our lives."
As for BroughtOn, he maintained
his quiet exterior, commenting "It
has been quite an experience work
with you {the people of Central)
and to get to know yo_u better."

TED
For winter quarter

19~1

·*Artists
Photo by Tim Patrick

*Writers
·*Cartoonists

Central President Donald Garrity congratulates former ·member of the
Board of Trustees Don Broughton on a job well done at a recent reception
111 his honor.
·

MOOSE

CAL~ING

CONTEST

l

:*Proofreaders
*Photographers
.
*Graphic specialists
:

''

Co111e on down to the Round Table Pizzo Restaurant Saturday, Dec. S,
19 81 fr.:;r the l st Annual " MOOSE CALLING CONT,EST". The fun starts at
2 p.m. Top three winners will receive their· very own authentic "MOOSE
CALLING" trophy. Other prizes will be awarded for:
-- the funni.est caJI
- the mo~t orginal coll
- the worst toll

While no o:n.e can be paid, credit lllay

rhere ore a few rules you have to abide by: _
l . Contestants have to wear moose antlers ~supplied by the Round

Table)
2. No moose calling devic:es
3. One minute time lim it
4. No help from friend s

·

-

he received for work done. Apply in person as soon as possible. Call 963-1026

If " moose calling" has always been one of your secret traits, then
show off your' stutf. f-: !I in thr infarinatio_n required below and turn it in

for 1nor~ infor1nation or drop by SUB

to the beertender.

COME GET LOOSE AS A MOOSE AT THE ROUND TABLE"

218.
Address_-_ _:___ _ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•
Telephone-~---------------------•

All entries must be in by Dec. 4, 1981.

e

'•

Routtblllbte •_~_,%~

Pizza Restaurants 'I:·
:'"

1'

.

I

Cen~raljne

Compiled by Kari Montgomery
Campus Crier

DANCE TO OPUS in the SUB
Theatre, Sat., Dec. 5, from 9 p.m.
to l a.m. Tickets are available at
the SUB information booth, $3.50
per ·person or $6 per couple, $4 at
the door.

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS,
FRUIT BASKETS will be prepared
Sun., Dec. 6. All members should
meet at 9 a.m. at Albertsons.

WOMEN'S
CENTER
POTLUCK, Thurs., Dec. 3, in Kennedy hall, room 157. Everyone is
invited, bring a friend, a place setting and food to share. For more
information phone 963-2171.
ATTENTION:
BLOOD
DONORS. On Mon., Dec. 7, from
12-3 p.m., American Red Cross
volunteers will be in the SUB Pit to
give donors of any past CWU blood
drawings, personal record cards
and galloneer certificates. They
will also try to answer any questions you might have.

PROSPECTIVE VARSITY
MEN'S TENNIS PLAYERS will
meet on Dec. 3 in Nicholson
Pavilion 116 at 3 p.m.
I

THE GERMAN CHRISTMAS
PARTY will take place on Thurs.,
Dec. 3, from 7-9 p.m. in Grupe Conference Center. Christmas music,
carols, candles, and cookies.
NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT
LOAN RECIPIENTS in their last
quarter at CWU must make an appointment for an exit interview by
calling the Office of Student Accounts, 963-3546.

THE FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
TEACHERS ORGANIZATION
needs applicants in all fields, from
kindergarten through college to fill
approximately 600 teaching vacancies, both at home and abroad.
The information and brochure are
free. 1'"or more information write:
Universal Teachers, Box 5231,
Portland, UR. 97208.

CENTRAL SINGLES general
business meeting, Dec. 3 in the
SUB room 207 at 7 p.m. Items to be
FRESHMEN MUST HAVE A
discussed include the upcoming
SIGNED SLIP from their advisor
trip to Leavenworth, and other
in order to be admitted winter
club functions. For further inforquarter registration. All students
mation call, 925-6750, or 925-9639, or
. will receive notification of when to
925-9506.
rneet with their advisors.

THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB
SCHOLARSHIP will be awarded
March 1, 1982. The terms of the
$3,500 scholarship are: the applicant must be a U.S. citizen, at least
junior standing and have intentions of pursuing studies in science
or engineering during the interval
of the scholarship. Applicants
must submit their official college
transcripts, letters of recommendation from faculty, accomplishments demonstrating
personal qualities of creativity and
leadership, scholastic plans that
would lead to future participation
in some phase ~of the aerospace
sciences and. technolugy. Personal
need is considered, but is not a controlling factor.
l4"or more infromation write: National Space Club/Goddard
Scholarship, 1629 K St., N. W., Suite
700, Washington D.C. 20006.

MARIJUANA ABUSE PROGRAM/STUDENT SUPPORT
GROUP has been formed for you,
if you are a Central student and use
marijuana on a regular basis and
have the desire to discontinue use.
Alternatives and short-term goal
setting are emphasiied and encouraged. Confidentiality is
understood by all participants. For
more information contact Dave
Towe, 963-3012 or Ken Briggs,
963-2481.
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Flying motorcyclist
surprisingly stable
PROVIl)ENCE, R.I. (AP) - A
motorcyclist who hit a car and was
catapulted 25 feet into the air,
striking a utility pole and bouncing
off the roof of a house, was conscious when police arrived.
Lawrence Th Marandola, 30, of
Providence, was reported in
satisfactory condition Monday at

Rhode Island Hospital's intensiye
care unit.
Police said his motorcycle collided Sunday with a car driven by
William C. Benevides, 23, of Providence. Benevides, who was uninjured, said he was turning left at
the time.

Lighting trip planned Dec. 5
To ring in the holiday . season,
everyone is invited to join
Central's Outdoor Programs
Saturday, Dec. 5, for a trip to
Leavenworth's annual Christmas
tree lighting ceremonies.
There will be plenty of activities,

special shops and restaurants to
enjoy. The caravan will leave from
the Hertz parking lot on campus at
10:30 a.m. The day-long trip will
cost $4. For more information contact University Recreation at
963-3512.

CPPC news
Th! Career Planning and Placement office has completed all interviews and job workshops that
were to be held this quarter.
J~nuary interviews and workshops
w~ll be posted at the begining of
wmter quarter.
.
December graduates or students
who will be off campus winter

quarter be sure to stop by the
CPPC to 1) establish a placemtn
file; 2) sign up for a job notification
service; 3) to provide data if you
have accepted a job; 4) see how we
can help you in your job search.
For more information contact
the CPPC in Barge Hall 106 or call
963-1921.

TONIGHT:

As timely today as the day it was written.

WINNER
ZGOLDEN
GLOBE
AWARDS

ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNER

Best Cinematography
GEOFFREY
UNSWORTH,11,, I

GHISLAIN
CLOQUET,., . . ,

I

Best Costume Design
ANTHONY POWELL

SUB Theater

Best Art Direction
JACK STEPHENS

Admission $2
>'
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By MELISSA YOUNG

$I 0 donation results in
White House invitation,
presidential handshake

Of the Campus Crier

Some people say $10 doesn't buy much these days
- a couple of movie tickets, a pizza, maybe a bus
ticket home for the weekend (or at least part-way
home). But one Ellensburg woman would strongly
disagree with those skeptics.
A $10 check won her an invitation to the White
House.
Liz Kenney, an agent at Global Travel downtown
Ellensburg, told the Crier she sent a check to the
White House Restoration Committee sort of as a
gesture when the Reagans went public with their
appeal for filnding rather than accepting government moriey.
"I thought it was nice they were getting their own
money, from people who wanted to send it, for redecorating," she said.
And Kenney said she was doubly surprised when,
some time later, a personal invitation arrived in the
mail. "I was invited to this reception for all the
donors right along with all the people who contributed thirty or forty thousand dollars, or even
more - and just for $10!
"Every minute of the vacation was just
fantastic," she said.
"Normally, I'm a pessimist - pessimists are the
only happy people because there are never any letdowns for them," she said. "But there was no way
to be pessimistic about this."
After arriving in Washington on Wednesday, Nov.
18, Kenney and her husband, Bill, started their "impossible dream come true." One of the first people
they met was Connie Thumma, Sen. Slade Gorton's
personal secretary.

Photo by Don Moe

LIZ KENNEY

" ... I believe in the White House, no matter who's in it."

Thumma also was going to attend the reception
that evening and told Kenney she was nervous about
seeing the second and third floors of the White
House. Even though she workd in the press room for
a number of years, Thumma said only special
guests of the President and First Lady ever get a
tour of the upper floors.
The Kenneys decided to take a look at where they
were supposed to be before the established time,

and were soon greeted by a guard at .the Southwest
Gate.
Kenney said she told him who they were and that
they had been invited to the reception. She said the
guard acted somewhat taken back and said, ''You
mean, you're some of the people who are· going to
get to see the upstairs? Nobody gets to go to thesecond or third floor."
"That's when I really started to get butterflies,"
Kenney said. "I mean, even the guard was impressed!"
The envy was well-deserved, according to Kenney.
"Once we got inside, everything was just
beautiful," she said. "All the furniture is glorious,
all the paintings original and everything, but it's
like they say when you buy perfwne, you can only
smell three scents and no more - your mind can only encompass so much.''

}

About halfway through the tour of the second
floor, Kenney said she realized she was on the same
floor, in the same building as the President and
First Lady of the United States and I think I went into shock, because I can't really remember details. I
remember the rooms and what was in there, but I
couldn't tell you exactly where they were."
Kenney said the highlight of her trip was meeting
President Reagan and his wife Nancy at the reception.
"They were both so wonderful - real dears." In
the receiving line for the President, Kenney said she
a handkerchief and was
reached in her purse
met by the unapproving glare of a Secret Service ,
agent.

for

"He really thought I had a weapon, I think. Those
guys can't be too careful." After she pulled out the
handkerchief instead of a .38, Kenney said she
heard the agent breath an audible sigh of relief. And
then he smiled at her.
In the next few days, Liz and Bill Kenney met Sen.
Slade Gorton and Rep. Sid Morrison and visited the
floor of the U.S. Senate, but the best part for Mrs.
Kenney, she said, was the White House itself.
·'-I've always believed that you have to work for
·what you believe in - and I believe in the White
House, no matter who's in it."

GARAGE

A DIVISION OF FANNY FITTER, INC.

in Yakima

THE NORP-IWEST'S LARGEST LEVI'S STORE . . .

Located at the corner of Third and Yakima Aves.

Off.

Our regular price·

*JAMES JEANS
NORMANDEE ROSE
STICKY FINGERS
*OZ JEANS.
FRESH SQUEEZE
BRITTANIA
*LAWMAN
B.B. BLUES
*A-SMILE
*SARA JEANS

*
*
*

*
Select from over 170 styles
Over 15,000

OPEN:

(l

quality pairs

*

MOnday thru Friday until 8 p.m.
Saturf;lay until 6 p.m., Sunday noon to 5 p.rn.

* No bankcards for this sale only . . . please *

{'

